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Abstract
Here we correct, extend, and clarify results concerning the spin Hamiltonian ℋS used to describe the ground
manifold of Hubbard models for magnetic insulators in the presence of spin-orbit interactions. Most of our
explicit results are for a tetragonal lattice as applied to some of the copper oxide lamellar systems and are
obtained within the approximation that ℋS consists of a sum of nearest-neighbor bond Hamiltonians. We
consider both a "generic" model in which hopping takes place from one copper ion to another and a "real"
model in which holes can hop from a copper ion to an intervening oxygen 2p band. Both models include
orbitally dependent direct and exchange Coulomb interactions involving two orbitals. Our analytic results
have been confirmed by numerical diagonalizations for two holes occupying any of the 3d states and, if
applicable, the oxygen 2p states. An extension of the perturbative scheme used by Moriya is used to obtain
analytic results for ℋS up to order t2 (t is the matrix of hopping coefficients) for arbitrary crystal symmetry for
both the "generic" and "real" models. With only direct orbitally independent Coulomb interactions, our results
reduce to Moriya’s apart from some minor modifications. For the tetragonal case, we show to all orders in t
and λ, the spin-orbit coupling constant, that ℋS is isotropic in the absence of Coulomb exchange terms and
assuming only nearest-neighbor hopping. In the presence of Coulomb exchange, scaled by K, the anisotropy
in ℋS is biaxial and is shown to be of order Kt2λ2. Even when K=0, for systems of sufficiently low symmetry,
the anisotropy in ℋS is proportional to t6λ2 when the direct on-site Coulomb interaction U is independent of
the orbitals involved and of order t2λ2 otherwise. These latter results apply to the orthorhombic phase of
La2CuO4.
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Here we correct, extend, and clarify results concerning the spin Hamiltonian 'Rz used to describe
the ground manifold of Hubbard models for magnetic insulators in the presence of spin-orbit inter-
actions. Most of our explicit results are for a tetragonal lattice as applied to some of the copper
oxide lamellar systems and are obtained within the approximation that 'Rg consists of a sum of
nearest-neighbor bond Hamiltonians. We consider both a "generic" model in which hopping takes
place from one copper ion to another and a "real" model in which holes can hop from a copper ion
to an intervening oxygen 2p band. Both models include orbitally dependent direct and exchange
Coulomb interactions involving two orbitals. Our analytic results have been confirmed by numerical
diagonalizations for two holes occupying any of the 3d states and, if applicable, the oxygen 2p states.
An extension of the perturbative scheme used by Moriya is used to obtain analytic results for 'Rz
np to order t (t is the matrix of hopping coeRcients) for arbitrary crystal symmetry for both the
"generic" and "real" models. With only direct orbitally independent Coulomb interactions, our
results reduce to Moriya's apart from some minor modi6cations. For the tetragonal case, we show
to all orders in t and A, the spin-orbit coupling constant, that A.g is isotropic in the absence of
Coulomb exchange terms and assuming only nearest-neighbor hopping. In the presence of Coulomb
exchange, scaled by K, the anisotropy in 'Rz is biaxial and is shown to be of order Kt A . Even
when K = 0, for systems of sufBciently low symmetry, the anisotropy in 'Rz is proportional to t A
when the direct on-site Coulomb interaction U is independent of the orbitals involved and of order
t A otherwise. These latter results apply to the orthorhombic phase of La2Cu04.
I. INTRODUCTION
A longstanding problem which has attracted much in-
terest recently concerns the mechanism whereby spin-
orbit interactions give rise to magnetic anisotropy in
magnetic insulators. This subject, which was exten-
sively investigated three decades ago, ' has recently been
the object of renewed attention due to interest in the
lamellar copper oxide systems. The erst of these to
be extensively investigated, La2Cu04, has a small or-
thorhombic distortion away from a tetragonal structure
and the above mechanism was shown to give rise to
an anisotropic exchange, including that of the antisym-
metric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya type. In that system there
are two anisotropy energies. ' One of these, the out-of-
plane anisotropy, is of the form Q.N, where N is the
z component of the staggered magnetization, the z axis
is taken to be perpendicular to the copper oxide plane,
and o. is an anisotropy constant. This energy causes
the spins to lie in the basal plane. There is also an
in-plane anisotropy energy which selects the orientation
of the spins within the basal plane. Until recently the
discussions of the origins of anisotropy were con6ned to
the orthorhombic structure. However, more recently a
family of copper oxide materials of similar structure, but
which are actually tetragonal, have been studied ' and
found to have roughly the same out-of-plane anisotropy
as La2Cu04. The earlier studies did not predict any
anisotropy in the tetragonal limit. Accordingly, a re-
analysis of anisotropy for the tetragonal systems ought
to show a common origin of the out-of-plane anisotropy
which does not rely on the orthorhombic distortion. That
is the main purpose of this paper. However, in the course
of this work, we have found that a number of general
questions concerning both the results and the method-
ology required some clarification, which this paper is in-
tended to provide.
A microscopic basis for superexchange between mag-
netic ions was first given almost forty years ago by
Anderson. In the language of a Hubbard model, his
calculation started from an orbitally nondegenerate band
in which there is one electron per site in the limit of
large Coulomb interaction U whenever two electrons oc-
cupy the same site. If the kinetic energy is completely
neglected, each electron (or hole) may be characterized
by its spin. When kinetic energy (described by hop-
ping) is included perturbatively, one finds a spin Hamil-
tonian, which in low-order perturbation theory can be
expressed as the sum of contributions 'R(i, j) from each
bond (i, j). This spin Hamiltonian describes the per-
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turbative removal of degeneracy. In higher order in the
hopping, one encounters contributions to the spin Hamil-
tonian from plaquettes (at order t4/U, where t is a hop-
ping matrix element) and eventually from even higher-
order clusters. Ignoring higher-order contributions, An-
derson obtained an isotropic exchange interaction be-
tween nearest-neighbor spins,
R(i, j) = J(i, j)S(i) . S(j),
where J(i,j ) = 4t; /U and t;z is the hopping matrix
element between sites i and j.
Soon afterwards Moriya used Anderson's formalism
to study the effect of spin-orbit interactions on superex-
change between magnetic ions. He showed that for suf-
ficiently low symmetry the most general effective spin
Hamiltonian for two spin- 2 magnetic ions, such as Cu++,
is of the form
'R(i,j) = J(i, j)S(i) . S(j) + D(i,j ) . S(i) x S(j)
+S(i) M(i, j) S(j), (2)
where M(i, j) is a symmetric 3 x 3 tensor. The first term
represents the isotropic symmetric exchange. The second
and third terms represent the antisymmetric and sym-
metric anisotropies, respectively. Moriya's results were
obtained to second order in the hopping perturbation,
but in principle provided a framework in which the spin-
orbit interaction could be included to arbitrary order.
Convenient explicit results were given to lowest nontriv-
ial order in the spin-orbit coupling constant, A.
Much more recently, Thio et al. found that La2Cu04
is described by Eq. (2). Consequently Coffey and co-
workers invoked this Hamiltonian to describe the CuO
planes in the cuprates. They found that D(i, j) cannot be
the same for all bonds (ij), as was assumed by a number
of previous authors. The form of the D(i, j) is deter-
mined by the symmetry properties of the crystal struc-
ture. The first attempt at a microscopic calculation of
the vectors D(i, j) was made by Coffey, Rice, and Zhangs
in the &amework of the Moriya theory of the anisotropic
superexchange interactions. Within this theory, D(i, j)
is of order A, whereas M(i, j) is of order A2. Therefore,
many authors neglected M. Naively, one expected a gap
in the spin-wave spectrum due to anisotropy, and this is
what one finds when M(i, j) is neglected. Subsequently,
Shekhtman, Entin-Wohlman, and Aharony (SEA) have
shown that M(i, j) can never be neglected. Most inter-
estingly, when M(i, j) is included, they found a hidden
symmetry in 'R(i, j), as a result of which inclusion of
spin-orbit interactions did not reduce the degeneracy of
the ground state of the pair of spins (i, j).i4 Their result
was that 'R(i, j) could be written in the following form:
'R(i, j) = ~ J — ~ S(i) . S(j) + D(i,j) . S(i) x S(j)
D'l
4J)
where the vector D(i, j) is bond dependent and [A
B]~„=A„B . As SEA show, the result (3) indicates
that although the pair interaction is not of the isotropic
form of Eq. (1), it is rotationally invariant and hence the
energy level spectrum of the pair interactions consists of
a singlet and a triplet, just as it would in the absence
of spin-orbit interactions. In previous work the terms in
D(i,j) and those in M~ „(i,j) = D~(i, j)D (i, j)/(2J)
were not treated on an equal footing, and therefore this
hidden symmetry was never noticed. Furthermore, SEA
showed that even though each individual bond might
have this hidden symmetry, the crystal as a whole could
have anisotropy because of the &ustration caused by the
competition between exchange interactions of different
bonds. In particular, for La2Cu04 they found that the
anisotropy was a result of this &ustration.
All the work cited so far relied on the idea, intro-
duced by Moriya, that the effect of spin-orbit interac-
tions could be taken into account by a gauge transforma-
tion on the hopping between sites. As used by Moriya
to obtain results up to order t /U, this formulation is
correct and convenient. However, this formulation does
not form a correct basis for calculations to higher or-
der in t/U. Thus, as we shall see, the hidden symme-
try of SEA, although maintained at order t for con-
stant U, is broken at order t for constant U or at or-
der t for nonconstant U. (Here constant U means that
the Coulomb interaction between holes in two orbitals
does not depend on which orbitals are involved. ) In
addition, the calculations of Shekhtman, Aharony, and
Entin-Wohlman or Bonesteel for the anisotropy of the
cuprates were based on terms requiring the existence of a
distortion &om tetragonal symmetry. However, the easy
plane anisotropy is observed ' to have similar magni-
tudes in both the orthorhombic and tetragonal cuprates
isostructural to La2Cu04. The main reason for the fail-
ure of the previous calculations to give anisotropy for the
tetragonal cuprates was the fact that these calculations
neglected the Coulomb exchange interaction. From the
results of Barriquand and Sawatzkyi~ (BS) one can see
that they partially included such interactions. However,
it remained unclear which aspects of the BS results would
persist when the calculation was pursued more systemat-
ically. In fact, in Ref. 18 it was shown that for tetragonal
symmetry Coulomb exchange interactions played a cru-
cial role in determining the anisotropy.
In view of the above history, the following points re-
mained to be clarified and are addressed in the present
paper. (1) One should generalize Moriya's results for
'R(i, j) to the case of nonconstant U. Having done that,
we find that when reduced to the case of constant U, our
present results differ in a small way &om those of Moriya,
who overlooked some A-dependent contributions to the
magnitude of the isotropic exchange interaction, J. We
also give general results for superexchange interactions,
i.e., for the case when the copper ions are separated by
an intervening oxygen ion. However, the results are given
in a general form which can equally apply to systems of
ions other than Cu, as long as their ground state is or-
bitally nondegenerate. (2) Since earlier calculations for
the cuprates omitted hopping between excited states of
the Cu ions, we have reanalyzed. the role of symmetry at
arbitrary order in the matrix elements tc„c„=t which
describe the effective hopping between copper ions. We
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And that in the absence of Coulomb exchange interactions
[i.e. , for K = 0 in Eq. (4), below], one recovers isotropic
exchange for a simpli6ed "generic" model which describes
the complete 3d band for copper ions on a simple tetrago-
nal Bravais lattice. This isotropy is the result of the high
symmetry of the crystal 6eld levels and the resulting high
symmetry of the hopping matrix elements. This result
shows that in the absence of Coulomb exchange terms,
one retains isotropy in 'R(i, j) to all orders in both A
and t;~/U and thus that inclusion of Coulomb exchange
interactions is essential to obtain anisotropic exchange
interactions in the tetragonal case. (3) For a tetragonal
lattice we find that this accidental isotropy in 'R(i, j) is
removed at order t A K when Coulomb exchange inter-
actions are allowed and we give detailed expressions for
the exchange anisotropy in terms of the hopping matrix
elements and the matrix elements of the Coulomb inter-
action. (4) For a crystal with arbitrarily low symmetry
(i.e., when the crystal field states have no special symme-
try), we expect to (and do) find a removal of degeneracy
of the spin triplet. This breaking of rotational invariance
occurs at order t for the case of constant U and at or-
der t when U is nonconstant. These results modify the
conclusion given in Ref. 7. (5) In contrast to all previous
work, we also found an in-plane anisotropy originating
&om the anisotropy of the spin-wave zero-point energy.
Most of the above results have been obtained analyt-
ically, both for the "generic" model (with only Cu ions)
and for the "real" model (in which the Cu ions are sep-
arated by oxygen ions). Furthermore, we have corrobo-
rated our results by comparing them to results obtained
by numerically diagonalizing the Hamiltonian which de-
scribes all possible states of two holes on one bond. For
the "generic" model, there are 20 single-particle orbitals,
10 on each copper ion, so that in all there are 190 two-
hole states. For the "real" model there are six additional
2p states on the oxygen ion, so there are 325 two-hole
states in all. In the tetragonal case, where we know that
the exchange interaction matrix J~„(i,j) [see Eq. (13),
below] is diagonal, its values may be deduced from the
values of the energy splittings of the ground manifold, as
is discussed in Appendix A.
BrieQy, this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we erst introduce "generic" and "real" Hamiltonians and
then discuss the perturbative &amework we use to calcu-
late the spin Hamiltonian 'Rg. The actual perturbative
calculations of 'Rg are described in Sec. III, although
many of the details are relegated to Appendixes. Here we
give expressions for J(i,j ), D(i,j ), and M(i,j ) up to or-
der t A LW~ for the "generic" model and analogously for
the "real" model, where AR, represents Coulomb inter-
actions beyond. the approximation in which the Coulomb
exchange K is zero and U is constant. The case of tetrag-
onal site symmetry is discussed in Sec. IV for both the
"generic" and "real" models. There we prove a theorem,
valid to all orders in the hopping matrix elements and
spin-orbit coupling, which says that for nearest-neighbor
hopping, the complete spin Hamiltonian is isotropic when
Coulomb exchange is absent. There we display explic-
itly the leading contribution to the anisotropic exchange
when Coulomb exchange is treated perturbatively. In
Sec. V we discuss the experimental consequences of these
results. In particular we estimate the anisotropies and
spin-wave gaps which our work would predict. In Sec.
VI we study the case of arbitrarily low symmetry for the
"generic" model and show that the anisotropy in J„„(i,j)
is of order t A for the case of constant U and of order
t A when U is not constant. Finally, in Sec. VII we sum-
marize the conclusions of this work. A brief summary of
our major conclusions has been given previously.
II. HUBBARD HAMILTONIAN AND
SYMMETRY' OF EXCHANGE
A. Generic model
In this section we introduce a general Hamiltonian,
versions of which will be studied in this paper. We start
from the following generic model, 2 which captures the
symmetries of the cuprates. For holes which reside only
on the Cu ions, this model is given by
Q= ) e; dt d; ~ ) AL(h). S(h)+ ) t;,~p(d, d~p +dtp d,-)
holes, h a,P, cr
+ —) U;; dt dt, .d; .d; + — ) E;,; dt dt, .d;, d;
i,a, a I
O'i 8
i,a+a'
C7i 8
+ ). +~i p(da~~dgpadi p~d'~~ + dgpad*mad'~~di p~)
) N;, ~p(d, d p,d;, d, p + d, p d., , ~p, ; ) .
a qPqcF&s
igj
(4)
Here dt creates a hole in the nth spatial orbital, whose
single-particle energy is ~i, with z component of spin 0
on the Cu ion at site i. In general we allow hopping with
matrix elements ti jp between the o, orbital on site i and
I
the P orbital on site j. This Iiamiltonian also includes di-
rect Coulomb interactions between electrons on the same
site (scaled by U') and on different sites (scaled by V ) and
exchange Coulomb interactions between electrons on the
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same site (scaled by K) and on different sites (scaled by
N). Our numerical work indicates that when t g 0, the
effects of V and N are not qualitatively different from
those of U and K, respectively. Since the latter are of-
ten dominant, we shall neglect V and N. In principle
one should also include Coulomb terms with four states,
U @~ad~ d~&, di~, dig . Here we follow most of the liter-
ature and start with the simpler Eq. (4), which involves
only the Hartree-like terms U and the simple Coulomb
exchange terms K. Equation (4) can easily be extended
to the "real" model in which we include p states on the
oxygen ions, with hopping between them and the d states
on the nearest-neighboring Cu ions.
via
d,'..= ) (m'..).*., c,'...
where the unitary matrix m' is
where u' is a real scalar, v' is a real vector, and I is
the 2 x 2 unit matrix. This leads to
+m + +so = g Eiaciao. ciacry
iau
B. Single site Hamiltonian for noninteracting holes
In this subsection we brie8y discuss the basis states
used in the perturbative scheme described in the next
subsection. We first consider ions within a single-particle
picture. We therefore start by considering the effects
of the crystal field Hamiltonian, 'R, and the spin-orbit
interaction, 'R, . The former is constructed so as to give
the observed ionic levels. Including only such energies
the single-particle Hamiltonian is
'R + '8, = ) e, d; d;
+A ) [(u(n P)] dt dp
crier'
where
1
[ '( p)]- —= 2).(' IL I 'p)( )-
in which (in
I L„ I iP)—:L & is the matrix element of the
p, component of the orbital angular momentum between
the two single-particle states, and o~ is the Pauli matrix.
We shall often present results for i-independent matrix
elements of L.
For many purposes it is convenient to diagonalize the
single-particle, single-site Hamiltonian '8 + 'R, . We
may choose the wave functions Iin) to be real, in which
case the matrix elements L "& are purely imaginary. As a
result, every single-particle energy of & +'R, is at least
doubly degenerate. That is, the two linearly independent
wave functions which are related to one another by time
reversal,
@- = ).(~- I n &) + z- I n &))
CX
&. = ).(—z.*. I n T)+ v.*. I n &)),
belong to the same energy. We use greek indices to label
the crystal field states in the absence of spin-orbit inter-
actions and roman ones for the eigenstates of Q + Q, .
The latter can be characterized by pseudospin quantum
numbers, a = +1, and are associated with the creation
operators c, These operators are related to the d,. 's
where
) 6' (m' ) m'&+A) (m' ) ~;(n, p)m&&
CX nP CTy O'2
= E; b gb', , (ll)
[Here the dagger operation on rn' operates only in terms
of the 2 x 2 matrices as in Eq. (9) and is not to be applied
to the scripts i, n, or a.] The transformation rn that
diagonalizes the single-particle Hamiltonian is in general
different for each site. Consequently, the single-site ener-
gies may depend on the site index. However, in certain
situations, for example, in the presence of the tetrago-
nal to orthorhombic distortion in La2Cu04, it is possible
to define the transformation such that the single-particle
energies are site independent. This will be the case for
some of the explicit calculations which are presented be-
low for the cuprates.
C. Formulation of perturbation theory
For Cu++ ions in a d configuration we are dealing with
an ionic ground state having one 3d hole whose spin is
arbitrary. When we include the oxygen ions in the model,
those ions have filled 2p bands in their ground state. In
either case, in the absence of hopping, i.e. , for t = 0,
the many-electron ground state manifold is one in which
one hole of arbitrary spin resides on each copper ion.
The energy levels within this ground manifold, when the
remaining terms in the Hamiltonian, especially hopping,
are considered, are the object of our study.
When hopping is introduced as a perturbation, the
splitting of the hitherto degenerate ground state mani-
fold can be described by a spin Hamiltonian, 'Rp. In view
of time reversal invariance 'Rg will consist of two-spin in-
teractions (between nearest and further neighbors), four-
spin interactions, and so forth. In the present paper most
of our results will be for the nearest-neighbor two-spin
coupling constants, except for the general theorem of Sec.
IV, which makes no assumptions about the specific form
of 'Rp. If we only consider two-spin interactions between
nearest-neighboring spins, we effectively write
'Rs = ) R(i, j),
(ij)
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where (ij) indicates a sum over pairs of nearest-
neighboring sites and for spins-2
'R(', j) = ) J.-(', j)~.(')~.(j),
where p, and v label Cartesian components. We refer to
the case when J„„(i,j ) = J(i,j )b„„,where b is the Kro-
necker delta function, as isotropic exchange. [To avoid
confusion between the two kinds of exchange, the terms
in Eq. (4) proportional to I are referred to as Coulomb
exchange. ] Appendix A contains a discussion of the pos-
sible anisotropies in 'R(i, j).
The major objective of this paper is to discuss the sym-
metry of the matrix J(i, j) and develop perturbative ex-
pressions for it on the basis of the generic Hamiltonian
of Eq. (4) and its generalization to include the inter-
vening oxygen ions. Prom our point of view the most
important early work was that of Moriya, who studied
a simplified version of the above model. The most signif-
icant simplifications necessary to obtain Moriya's main
result were to neglect the Coulomb exchange, K, and to
assume constant U, i.e. , to assume that U; ip did not
depend on either the site index i or the orbital indices o.
and P. In particular, when U;;p is independent of a and
P, the wave functions for the two-hole states are Slater
determinants of the one-hole states as obtained by the
canonical transformation of Eq. (8). In other words, in
this very special case, the exact eigenstates of the Hamil-
tonian 'R + 'R, also diagonalize the Coulomb interac-
tion, 'R, . In terms of these new single-particle states the
transformed hopping Hamiltonian now assumes the form
this truncation is totally inappropriate for a discussion
of effects of order higher than t, since hopping between
excited states then comes into play. Also, when U is
not constant, hopping between exact eigenstates of & +
'R, + R, is no longer a single-particle interaction. To
see this, note that there are matrix elements between an
initial state, in which both holes are in their ground states
on different ions, and a Anal state in which, for instance,
both holes are in excited states of one ion. Such a process
explicitly relies on the fact that the two-hole states are
not simply obtained &om single-hole states. Thus, in
this case, when "Gnal-state interactions" are present, the
hopping perturbation involves four electron operators.
Accordingly, to study the case when U is not constant
and when Coulomb exchange is not neglected, we write
'R, = 'R,o + AR„where
& o = —Uo). d; d;p 4pn deal
1 B f
eau c o'0 Ci & Cibnt Cib~l Cia& 7
iab
oo'
and the additional Coulomb terms resulting from non-
constant U and K take the form
A'R = —) ) [AU, , (i; abb'a')
abarbI
o'cJ' o 1o'1
(17)
where
'Rb p —) (14a)
with
DU, , (i;abb'a') = ) AU', [(rn' )tm', ]
aux'
x[(m', b) m', b,]... (18a)
~2 ) ( ab) ~& iao 2b& (14b) K, , (i;abb'a') = ) K', [(m' )tm' ]
represents hops from site j to site i, and (t' b) is the 2 x 2
matrix
(t'b) = ) t;,p(m' ) mob
cxP
(14c)
in which A'~& (B'~&) is a real scalar (vector), that can
be found using Eq. (9) and the representation in which
ti ~f3 is real. By Hermiticity these coeKcients obey
Actually (and this seems to have caused much subsequent
confusion), Moriya did not write down Eqs. (14a)—(14c).
Instead, in a further simplification, he truncated t to
include only hopping between the t = 0 ground states.
Even for his calculations at order t, this simplification
is slightly incorrect. However, we should emphasize that
X m b m b( ~&o'1 (18b)
Ro = R~ + Rs&& + R~o
E'iaCianCiao + ~0 g Ciao. C.b~~Cibo'Ciao.ma ' t cr
iaboo'
(19)
and the perturbation to be
V = 'Rg p + ~'R (2O)
where these quantities are given in Eqs. (14) and (17).
Expressions for LU and K for tetragonal crystal field
states in terms of Racah parameters are given in Ap-
pendix B.
In the following, we will calculate the effective spin
Hamiltonian using perturbation theory in which we take
the unperturbed Hamiltonian to be
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III. PERTURBATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS
TO R(i, j)
A. Contributions of order t~
The lowest-order contributions to 'R(i, j) are second or-
der in t. At this order in t in the absence of the Coulom-
bic perturbation 4'R„we can use the result of Eq. (C2)
in Appendix C to evaluate
where the factor of 2 accounts for the similar term when
the hopping is in the reverse direction. Here
~ @p) and
@p) are states in the ground manifold with one hole
per site, and the superscript (2) indicates a result which
is second order in t. In using the result in Appendix C
we must truncate the matrix element so that it remains
within this manifold. Also, in evaluating this expression
it is convenient to use the identity
c,.p c;p =— —+ S(i) . o.a er (22)
whereby we obtain the result
~~'l(i, j) = —) T t,",t'„' —+ S(i) 8 /(U, +E,&)+(i .~j)2
+2Tr t ' —+*SU) 8 t" —+ S(') . I/Oo,"2 "2
where the traces are over the 2 x 2 matrices in o space and (i ++ j) denotes the sum of all previous terms with i and
j interchanged.
The first term in (23), which only involves hopping of a single hole (from site i to j and back), is easily shown to be
independent of the spins at i and j. [This follows directly &om the identities of Eq. (15), or inore simply from time
reversal invariance. ] Therefore, this term contributes a spin-independent constant, and does not affect the splitting
of the ground state. Similarly, the terms coming &om the factors of 1/2 inside the square brackets in the second term
also give constants. To order t we have thus arrived at an efFective magnetic Hamiltonian of the form of Eq. (12),
with
In view of Eq. (14c), this becomes
&~ l( ) = T(t o[S( ) lto [S() B.
Vp
(24)
&' ( ) = T k[&*'. + B". ][S( ).~][&"+'&". ][S(').~]f.
Up
(25)
The symmetry of this form is further discussed in Appendix D, where we show that in fact 'R~2l (i, j) is of the isotropic
form of Eq. (1).
B. Contribution of order t
To calculate the contributions of the Coulomb terms of Eq. (17) to the magnetic exchange we need to carry out
third-order perturbation theory. By taking two factors of the hopping matrix element we generate terms of order t .
We must include an additional factor of 6'H . This factor is only relevant in the intermediate state when there are
two holes on the same site. The relevant matrix element for third-order perturbation theory is written in Eq. (C4)
of Appendix C. In using this result it is convenient to use the identity of Eq. (22). Then we obtain the correction to
the energy at second order in t including perturbatively the leading Coulombic contributions [which we indicate by
the superscript "(2,c)"]:
~(2,c) (
.
)
1 1
- (Up + E, ) (Up + E,g)
8S
x [AU„, (i; a060) + K„i, (i; a060) —AU„i, (i; a006) —K„,(i; a006)]
(1
x —+ S(i) . cr —+ S(j) o + (i ++ j)J.. & (26)
where we have used the property AU i, I (i;abb'a') = AU i I, (i;baa'6'), K i, (i;abb'a') = K i ~, (i;baa'6').
(In writing the above result we set E; p —E~ p —0 for simplicity. ) In order to carry out the spin summations, we
insert here the explicit expressions for AU and K, Eqs. (18). This leads to
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~~"(, ) =-).[(». [T {[-,'+S(') -]("..)'(-,'+S() -) ". }
nn'
-T{[-,'+S() -]( '. ,)t '. ,}T{[-,'+S(j) -l .'.j]
+K [Tr{[-,' + S; o](x",)t[2 + S(j) . o.]x",}
—Tr{[-+S(i) . ](m' )tm' }Tr{[i+ S(j) . o]w~', })+ (i ++ j)], (27)
where
x", = ) to'(m' )tm*, e = X'*,j:+iY", o. ,0+ ia (28a)
ab
(28b)
in which X ', and TV ', are real scalars and Y ', and Z ', are real vectors. It is straightforward to verify that in
Eq. (27) the terms which involve two traces, as well as those coming from the factors of 1/2 aiid involving one spin
variable, do not contribute to spin dependence in the spin Hamiltonian. This follows by noting that (a) (m, e) m, o
and w~' are proportional to the unit matrix, and (b) one can interchange n and n' in the suins.
The full effective magnetic Hamiltonian, to order t2, is obtained by combining R2l (i, j), Eq. (24), with 'R~ "l(i, j),
Eq. (27). The result has the form of Eq. (2), with
J( j) = T {(t'*.)(t'.)j —) &U- T {( '..)'( ". )'+( .'. )'( .".)'}
—) K Tr{(x",)t(x~', )t+ (x",)t(x'~, )t}, (29a)
D(' j) = — [T {tl'}T{»*'. }—(' ~ j)]
Up
+—) AU {[Tr{x"}Tr{[x~', , ]to j —Tr{[x", , ]t}Tr{x"o.j] —(i m j)}
nnl
+—) K {[Tr{x",}Tr{(x",) to }—Tr{(x",) t}Tr{x",oj] —(i ++ j)},
CX CX
(29b)
M(i, j) = [T {t }T {too }+( )l
Up
——) AU {[Tr{x"oj Im Tr{(x~', , )to}+Tr{(x~', , )toj @Tr{x" o j]+ (i++ j)}
a&i
——) K {[Tr{x",o}@Tr{(x",)toj p Tr{(x",)toj (@ Tr{x",oj] + (i ++ j)}
CXCX
+) K [Tr{{m',e)tm'eoj g) Tr{w",oj+ {ie+ j)] . (29c)
One notes that when the contributions of AU ~ and
K are ignored, Eqs. {29) reproduce Eq. (3), with
D(i, j) = —i[Tr{t~zo}Tr{tz~zoj/Uo —(i ++ j)], and J =
2Tr{teote~oj/Uo. The results (29) hold for general site
symmetry, and to aB orders in the spin-orbit coupling.
They become particularly simple in the special case of
tetragonal symmetry, as is discussed in Sec. IV. In Eq.
(29a) we see that even when U' is a constant and K = 0,
J(i, j) does depend on A. Moriya s expression for J(i, j)
is only correct to zeroth order in A.
C. The copper —oxygen —copper bond
Here we derive the efFective magnetic Hamiltonian of
the copper spins for the bond Cu—0—Cu. The spin-
orbit interaction on the oxygen is much smaller than that
on the copper, and therefore may be neglected. Then
the microscopic Hamiltonian (4) is modified as follows.
First, the kinetic energy now represents hopping between
the oxygen and the copper ions. That is, in place of Eqs.
(14) we now have
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Rg.p —) T„+H.c. ,
iq
where
an
in which pq„(p ) are the destruction (creation) oper-
ators for a hole on one of the states (n) of the qth oxygen,
and
(p„'.) = ) tq„' (m'. )
Here t~' describes hopping from the ath orbital on the
ith copper ion to the nth orbital on the qth oxygen ion.
The matrix element (tq' ) describes hopping between
the copper states [see Eq. (8)] which diagonalize R +R,
and the qth oxygen ion.
Second, we add to the Hamiltonian the on-site single-
particle energies and the Coulomb interactions on the
oxygen. These terms are written in the form
t) ~pq~~pq~~ + / / p pqn~pqn'a'pq& &'pq~&
qna q~~I goal
(q) t (q) t t+ g g 6U~~C pq~~p ~(~(pq~ ~ pq~~ + g g LX ~~Ipq~~pq~I Cy I pq~~ pq
qtLtl CJ'CF qfLVL CF CF-=~( l + ~~(~l,
0 ~=Cu
'%E 8
+&8
FIG. 1. A CuO plaquette. Here we distinguish between
"y" oxygen ions (on y-directed bonds) and "x" oxygen ions
(on x-directed bonds. ) In each case we show a p orbital on
the oxygen ion to which we give the symmetry label, z, since
these orbitals can only hop to an orbital on a copper ion with
that same symmetry label, i.e. , to vP xy, which is also
shown.
where &0" is the erst line of this equation and 4'R"
is the second line. Thus, the total Hamiltonian for this
case is taken to be Wo + V, where
Rp = R~ + Ra~ + R~o + Ro
and V, which we treat perturbatively, is
v = ~...+ ~z. + ~z~ ~ .
In the above, the index q distinguishes between oxy-
gens on the bond along the x and y directions &om the
copper ion in question. However, the perturbation ex-
pansion gives results in the form of contributions summed
over all pairs of single bonds between nearest-neighboring
copper ions i and j. Then, the index q is 6xed once the
values of i and j are specified, as one sees &om Fig. 1.
Accordingly, we henceforth omit the index q, so that,
pqncr ~ pna '
tA'e now turn to the perturbation expansion, from
which we obtain the magnetic Hamiltonian of the cop-
per spins. It is clear that the lowest-order contribution
to the effective interaction between two copper spins is of
order t4. There are two possible channels in this order,
which we denote by a and b. In channel a, the hole is
transferred &om one of the coppers to the oxygen, then
to the second copper, and then back to the 6rst copper
via the oxygen. Hence in this channel there are two holes
on the copper in the intermediate state. In channel b, the
hole is transferred &om one of the Cu ions to the oxygen,
and then a second hole is taken from the second copper
to the same oxygen. Afterwards the two holes return to
the coppers, i.e., back to the ground state in which there
is one hole on each Cu ion. Thus in channel b there are
two holes on the oxygen in the intermediate state. VVhen
the terms coming from the Coulomb interactions LV„„~
and K„ for the oxygen ions are included, then their ef-
fect will appear only in channel 6, in which the two holes
have a state where both are on the oxygen.
It turns out that for channel a all our previous ex-
pressions, derived for the Cu—Cu bond, hold with the
replacement
i' t2~j y ~~ nb
n
We show this explicitly in Appendix E for the t process.
Similar arguments hold for the processes of order t LU
and t K, where LU and K are the Coulomb interactions
on the copper ion. (Note that for this channel AU and
K represent the Coulomb interactions on the copper. )
It thus remains to investigate the perturbation expan-
sion in channel b. Applying once to go the term in the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (30), which describes hopping from
the copper ions to the intervening oxygen ion, one obtains
I@~)=).(T~+T)ct, ct c. , c'o I&o)
0 0'y
= ):):~(t-. ).....'.. .'...
7L WCTU CT2
+(t.o)-, .c,'o.p.'.,]c.o., c;o. 14o), (»)
which represents virtual states with energy e . In the
next order, the second hole is put on the same oxygen.
This leads to
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14») —= ). I &, &*+ &' &2 I c,o.c,o.,czo-lc'0-IA)( 1 1 1 1 l t t
+ TT ( no)oso( n'p)osotpnospn'osCjoo2Ctoo ~ $0)~~ ~~ + ~p (38)
In order to return to the ground state two more powers of the hopping are needed. This gives
.(1~~"l(', j) = -)- —+ [T {[—+ . S( )]to.t o jen') en + ~nt + Uinnl
T {[-,'+ S(j)]t'. t'. .j - T {[-'.+ - S(')lt:. t'. .[-,'+ - S(j)]t'.t'..j] (39)
where we used the identity Eq. (22). (We labeled this contribution with a superscript 2 because even though it is
fourth order in the t's, it is really a second-order process in terms of a renormalized Cu-Cu hopping interaction. The
superscript "b" indicates a contribution from channel b. ) In a similar way to the arguments given after Eq. (23), one
can convince oneself that the first term in Eq. (39) as well as the terms coming from the factors of 1/2 in the second
term do not contribute to the spin Hamiltonian. Thus, to order t, the contribution of channel b is
~l"l(, j) = ) —+ T {e S(i)t*,„,V„,,e.S(j)V,„t„,j . (40)en+en + U„nn' y
Next we calculate the effect of the Coulomb terms AU and K„ofEq. (33). To this end we apply them to the
state ~g») of Eq. (38). The result is
1
(AU + K) ~ggs) = —) ) ) (t o) (t )
0 en') (en+ en'+ Ui )
x [AU„„p p, + K„„p, p„]c,o, c'0 ~ go).
Finally we apply two factors of the hopping which bring the holes back to the ground state. This leads to
- 2
(41)
T {t',„,P„,,(P,„t'„,)t je„+e„+Up)
~~".l(', j) = ) —+ [—aU„„.T {~.S(i)t',„,P„,,~ S(j)t',„t'„,j+e„+Uj,nn'
+K „tTr{o . S(i)to„,t'„OjTr{0 S(j)t~~„t~,oj —K „Tr{o. S(i)to„t~,oo . S(j)t~~„,t'„Oj]. (42)
Combining Eqs. (40) and (42) we obtain the magnetic interaction arising from channel 6 in the form of Eq. (2),
with the nearest-neighbor interactions
—+.(1 1i 1
e ) e„+e„+3~i
—) —+ „T{t;„P„,,(P,„,t'„,) tj,(en + en + U„)' (43a)
nn'
x(T {P,„t'„,jT {t',„,P„,,Hj —T {t',„,P„,,jT {P,„t'„,8j)
(T {P,„,t'„,jT {t',„t'„,,~j —T {t',„t'„,,jT {t',„,t'„,~j),&n+ &ni + &J
(q) 1 (1 1 ) 1 ~ 2tU„„
2
t pen ant) en+ant + Un I ~n+~nt + U~ j
x(T {t',„,P„,,Hj g T {P,„t'„,~j+ T {P,„t'„,8j g T {t',„,t'„,,~j)
+ 2Ttitt„ t or7) tS T(t t ''„o)taboo„,~„+e„+U„ l
—T {t',„t'„,,8j g T {t',„,t„',~j —T {t',„,t'„,8j g T {t*.„t'„,,~j (43c)
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The full magnetic Hamiltonian for the copper spins
of the Cu—0 Cu bond is obtained by combining the
results of Eq. (43) for channel b, with those for channel a
given by Eqs. (29), in conjunction with the identification
of Eq. (36). These results generalize those of Refs. 15,
16, and 22, which were obtained in the absence of the
Coulomb terms LU and K.
IV. TETRAGONAL SYMMETRY
This section consists of three subsections. In Sec.
IV A, we apply a canonical transformation to show that
without Coulomb exchange interactions the efFective spin
Hamiltonian is isotropic at all orders of t and A. In Sec.
IV 8, we use this theorem to isolate the most important
contribution to the anisotropy, namely, that involving the
Coulomb exchange energy. In Sec. IV C we corrobo-
rate our analytical results of perturbation theory by nu-
merical solutions for single-bond clusters: Cu—Cu and
Cu—0—Cu.
l~ j ) = @-(r)).(~-l*,.&n —= f.',, lvac) (44)
where P„ is a spin function for spin "up" if q = 1/2
and for spin "down" if g = —1/2, and ~vac) denotes the
vacuum state. Here 0 for o. = x, y, z are the Pauli ma-
trices, and oo —uq —I is the unit matrix. As discussed
in Appendix F, the above transformation is such that the
spin-orbit interaction is diagonal in pseudospin:
@i(r) transform like scalars.
An important observation is that the orbital angular
momentum operator L has matrix elements only between
states of specific symmetry. For instance, L connects
(r) only to the states @o(r) and @i(r) and it connects
@„(r)to vP, (r) and vice versa. Similar statements can be
made about the other components of L. We now intro-
duce a transformation in spin space (to pseudospin) such
that the spin-orbit interaction is diagonal with respect to
pseudospin. For that purpose we introduce pseudospin p,
as follows:
A. Canonical transformation
z..= ~ ) ) w(k, , P)f„'.„f„„,
k=i,j cx,P,p
(45)
We start by proving our strongest result, namely, that
the spin Hamiltonian 'Rg arising &om the generic model
is isotropic for a wide class of models in the absence of
Coulomb exchange interactions. In particular, this re-
sult holds for a commonly used model of the cuprates, in
which interionic Coulomb interactions, V and M in Eq.
(4), and the Coulomb exchange terms K are neglected,
hopping is between nearest-neighboring Cu ions, and the
site symmetry is tetragonal. Strictly speaking, the only
use we make of site symmetry is that it has to be high
enough so that the 3d spatial orbitals which diagonal-
ize the crystal field Hamiltonian are @0(r) z2 —y2,
vPi(r) 3z —r, @ (r) yz, g„(r) xz, and g, (r)
xy. Here the z axis coincides with the tetragonal c axis
and the x and y axes coincide with the nearest-neighbor
directions in the plane perpendicular to the c axis, as
shown in Fig. 1. These symmetry labels are chosen so
that @ (r) transforms (under the operations of tetrag-
onal symmetry) like I for n = x, y, z and $0(r) and
I
where W(k, n, P) is a spin-orbit matrix element. [The
transformation of Eq. (44) should not be confused with
Eq. (8). The latter involves an exact diagonalization and
requires a knowledge of all the parameters. In contrast,
the transformation of Eq. (44) is independent of the in-
teraction parameters. It merely brings the Hamiltonian
into block diagonal form in which there are two identical
blocks, one for p = 2 and one for p = —2.] Because
the unitary transformation of Eq. (44) does not mix spa-
tial states, it does not afFect the form of the Coulomb
interactions scaled by U. Furthermore, in view of the
lattice symmetry hopping can only involve holes moving
from one site to a neighboring site without changing their
symmetry. Thus holes in a state vP on one ion, where
o. = x, y, or z, can only hop to states of the same o. on a
nearest-neighboring ion. Likewise, holes in states go(r)
or gi(r) on one ion can only hop to states go(r) or gi(r)
on an adjacent ion. Since states n and P which are con-
nected by hopping must be states of the same symmetry,
we have
Tij = ) &iaj pd~~&dj pp = ) &iajp [&a]rpfi~~[&p]ppfj pp = ) &iaj pfi&pfj pp
~P p ~iP)pip)7 ~iP)P
(46)
In other words, the total Hamiltonian (for K = 0) can be written in the form
& = ).).'~-f~.,f~-p+&) ).w(& ~ /3)f~. ,fipp+ ). t','pf,".,fjpp
clap k nP, p i,j,n, p, p,
t+ ) ~ ) ~ A'~~~~ fkcrpfkn'p'f&~ p f&~p
k cxicK )pip
(47)
q-p(») —= ).f,". f'pp
P
(48)
Thus this Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the
quantities
I
which themselves are invariant under rotations in pseu-
dospin space. Therefore & is invariant under rotations
in pseudospin space. To construct the efFective spin
Hamiltonian 'R(i, j) involves using degenerate perturba-
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I~, V) = @-(r)).l~-l„*,„&.(~), (49)
similar to Eq. (44) which was used for the Cu d states.
We need to examine how the hopping and spin-orbit in-
teractions are affected by this transformation. Note that
hopping along the y direction can only take place between
Cu states like x -y and oxygen 2py states. These are
both associated with symmetry 0 or 1. Likewise, an oxy-
gen 2p orbital can only hop to a copper yz state, both of
which have symmetry label x. Also an oxygen 2p orbital
can only hop to a copper xy state, both of which have
symmetry label z. Thus with this labeling of states, hop-
ping occurs only between states of the same symmetry
label and the canonical transformation has no effect on
the hopping, just as in Eq. (46). One can verify that the
spin-orbit interaction on the oxygen ions does conserve
pseudospin. Oxygen ions on the x-directed bonds are
treated analogously. For them we write v/ro(r) = ~2p ),
@„(r)= ~2p, ), and Q, (r) = ~2p„) and we again use Eq.
(49). Then, we conclude that the Hamiltonian of the
entire lattice can be expressed in terms of the quanti-
ties Q p(i, j). Thus the theorem holds with intervening
oxygen ions: in the absence of Coulomb exchange, this
model gives no anisotropy in Ag for a tetragonal lattice.
The fact that this conclusion is demonstrated to all
orders in perturbation theory represents an important
new result. The low-order perturbation result of BS is
in accord with this theorem. As mentioned there, this
conclusion modifies the conventional wisdom that the
anisotropy in the exchange interaction is trivially related
to the anisotropy of the g tensor. Finally, we empha-
size that this theorem depends crucially on the fact that
the eigenstates of the crystal Geld are those of tetragonal
tion theory to eliminate the excited states. Accordingly,
it is clear that the resulting spin Hamiltonian will be ro-
tationally invariant in pseudospin space. Since we have
de6ned pseudospin so that in the ground state (in which
all the holes are in the state @o) pseudospin and real spin
are identical, it follows that for the tetragonal case with
no Coulomb exchange interactions the spin Hamiltonian
is also rotationally invariant. This theorem indicates that
even though Qp may include further-neighbor two-spin
interactions, four-spin interactions, etc. , it is nevertheless
rotationally invariant, so that the spin-wave spectrum
cannot have a gap at zero wave vector in the absence of
Coulomb exchange terms.
For the case of the nearest-neighbor exchange inter-
action we can make some further explicit statements.
For tetragonal symmetry, J„„(i,j) must also be diago-
nal (with its principal axes along the tetragonal axes).
Thus, 'R(i, j) is an isotropic Heisenberg model.
The above theorem can be generalized to include the
intervening oxygen ions. Here we consider a Hubbard
model which includes the three 2p spatial orbitals. Now
we introduce different unitary transformations for oxygen
ions on y-directed and x-directed bonds (see Fig. 1). For
those on y-directed bonds we set @o(r) = ~2p„), Q (r) =
~2p, ), and vP, (r) = ~2p ). We then introduce states ~n, p)
by
B. Anisotropy
Anisotropy can occur via various mechanisms. One
such mechanism is to introduce Coulomb exchange inter-
actions, as done implicitly by BS. In the context of the
above discussion we note that exchange interactions com-
pete with spin-orbit interactions in the following sense.
With only the former interactions the eigenstates of a
single ion are states of total real spin 1 or 0. With no ex-
change but with spin-orbit interactions, the eigenstates
of a single ion are states of total pseudospin 1 or 0. In
both cases, our numerical evaluation of the energy levels
gave singlets and triplets as this argument requires. How-
ever, the wave functions are different, of course. When
both interactions are present, the degeneracies are re-
moved because wave functions cannot be simultaneous
eigenfunctions of both real spin and pseudospin. From
our calculation, treating hopping, spin-orbit, LU, and
exchange interactions as perturbations, we reach the fol-
lowing conclusions. For the "generic" model, anisotropic
exchange appears at order t A K. An eKcient way to
perform this calculation is to use the hopping matrix el-
ements, t, of Eq. (14b) and work to order t K, as we
did in Sec. III. The perturbation expansion yields the
general expression, given in Eq. (27). In Appendix G we
analyze this expression for tetragonal symmetry and find
that it agrees with the result given previously, namely,
LP I2 g2
Janis 2P2 ~ o,P ~ o&&» +
( ~+ ~+ ~~)'
(t„„—t, ,)L,,"„
(&~ + Uo, ~)'
p 2
&O, 1L1 „+ 1+ U0, 1
+ Uo, 1
(50)
where L"& denotes the orbital angular momentum ma-
trix element, (n~L„~P), p, assumes the values z, y, and z,
and the superscript "anis" indicates that we have arbi-
trarily omitted isotropic (i.e., p-independent) contribu-
tions. The same expression is also derived directly from
perturbation theory in t, A, and K in Appendix H.
Now we brie8y discuss the implications of the above
result. First of all, note that within tetragonal symme-
try the result does display the expected full anisotropy
for a single bond, under which J = J~I, J» = J~, and
J„are all different. To get biaxiality ( J~~ g J~) requires
either toq g 0 or t g t», see, Fig. 2. Of course,
in tetragonal symmetry single-site quantities cannot dif-
ferentiate between the x (~~) and y (J ) directions. To
understand why toq P 0 introduces biaxiality, note that
site symmetry and that hopping is only between near-
est neighbors. In addition, the theorem is only valid for
Coulomb terms which have the Hartree form, i.e. , those
which only involve two orbitals, as in Eq. (4).
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2
tpp = tp /E&, tpy = tpp tp $/Ep
2 20 tyy: ty& /E'p, , t = t y /Ep„ (53)
'M+
XZ xz-plane
P2
XZ
where p~, p» and p~ represent the p states on the oxy-
gen. Thus the contribution of channel a to the sym-
metric anisotropy of the spin Hamiltonian for a bond
along the x direction is reproduced by Eq. (50), with
the replacements (53). Analogous expressions hold for a
Cu—0—Cu bond along the y direction.
Now let us consider the magnetic anisotropy in channel
b Ins. pection of Eqs. (43b) and (43c) shows that we need
to examine the 2 x 2 matrices tp t„p. (We omit the site
indices which are irrelevant for the tetragonal symmetry. )
Using Eq. (32) and tetragonal symmetry, we write
d
gz
d
QZ
toq changes sign when the local x coordinates are ro-
tated into the y coordinates. Also note that even in the
limit when U is considered to be very large, the result
still does depend on the hopping between excited levels
through t». Finally, we remark that these expressions
dier in several respects &om those of BS. This point is
discussed in Appendix I, where we give the results more
explicitly.
FIG. 2. Schematic view of ~y) = d and ~z) = d„of two
Cu ions when they are on the x axis. Note that while d,
orbitals are in the same plane, the plane of d„orbitals are
parallel to each other. Hence there is no reason that t
should be equal to t„,„.
tOntn'O = t~ntn'p~~o~pp
ap
antn'a~ Omcxo (54)
D. Numerical study
Therefore, they are proportional to the unit matrix.
As a result, there is no contribution to the magnetic
anisotropy in channel 6 in order t . The reasons are that
there is no spin-orbit coupling on the oxygen, and that
in this channel (and to this order) the excited states on
the copper are not visited at all. Therefore, just as is the
case for the Cu—Cu bond when those states are ignored
[cf. Eq. (24)] the magnetic Hamiltonian resulting from
this channel is isotropic.
C. With oxygens
Turning now to the Cu—0—Cu bond in the tetrago-
nal symmetry, we again discuss separately the anisotropy
resulting from channel a (the two holes occupy the same
copper in the intermediate state) and that coming from
channel b (the two holes are on the oxygen in the inter-
mediate state).
For channel a, we use the transformation of Eq. (36).
Using Eqs. (G5) and (32) we obtain
hopping spin —orbit exchange
X=0.1
50 — K = 1.0
t = 1 .0
K= 1.0
X =0.1
t= 1.0
40
We have checked our analytical results of perturbation
theory against results (shown in Fig. 3) obtained &om
exact diagonalization for the four lowest levels out of the
(t"~ = ) t'„t'„pm* m—ps(otop). . . (5. 1)n +~ 30
where m are scalars [see Eq. (G5)]. For tetragonal
symmetry, n and P belong to the same symmetry class
(e.g. , n = P for n = x, y, or z, or n and P are 0 or 1).
Hence t'& becomes the unit matrix times a scalar given
by
20
10
0
0 0 0.1 0
2 ~ Vt ~ —g t pm mph)
ap
tp —) —t' tp,
n 'n
(52)
in which n and P refer to tetragonal d states. The calcu-
lation can now proceed exactly as for the "generic" model
described in Appendix G (or H), with the effective hop-
ping matrix elements t p given by
FIG. 3. Comparison of perturbation results (dotted line)
with the exact results (solid line). Here J~~, J~, and J corre-
spond to J, J„„,and J of Eq. (50). The hopping matrix
elements t,s are estimated from Eq. (53) as explained in
the text. In the left and right panel the t,p and K p are
replaced by t t,p and R K p, respectively. The values of A
(in eV), t, and K are given in the panels.
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TABLE I. Values in eV of parameters used.
Qb Bb c Qb'c (pda)d si s s s t t t
9.34 7.00 0.15 0.58 1.5 1.8 1.8 1.8 3.25 3.25 3.25
Refs. 25 and 26 use Uo —8.8. Local density calculations of
Refs. 28 and 27 give 10.5 and 9.4, respectively.
The Racah coefBcients, A, B, and C are de6ned in Ref. 29.
'For the solid, the values of B and C are appropriately taken
from the free-ion optical values of Ref. 30, as is discussed by
Eskes, Tjeng, and Sawatsky (Ref. 31).
~See Ref. 32.
See Ref. 31.
Reference 32 gives 6p —3.5, but smaller values of 6p are
plausible (Ref. 17).
190 possible two-hole states for a pair of Cu sites. The
relations between the exchange constants and the four
lowest levels are obtained in Appendix A.
For our numerical results shown in Fig. 3, we used the
values of the parameters listed in Table I, 2 together
with A = 0.1. The hopping matrix elements are related
to (pdo') as follows: tez ——~3ti& — 2 (pda) and
t& „—t, z —(pd7r), with (pd7r) —2 (pdo). s The ex-
pressions for U p and K p in terms of the Racah param-
eters were taken from Ref. 29 and are listed in Appendix
B. We also checked that the J„„"",shown in Fig. 3, agree
to within about 10% with those obtained from the full
325 site Hamiltonian for the Cu—0—Cu cluster. Very
crudely, as A increases above 7 eV, the J „""are inversely
proportional to A and are proportional to a linear com-
bination of B and C. (When B = C = 0, our theorem
indicates that there is no anisotropy in J».) Thus our
results are not highly sensitive to increasing the value of
A. As A is decreased below about 6 eV, perturbation
theory rapidly becomes increasingly inaccurate. Now we
discuss briefly the numerical values of the Racah parame-
ters. We took the values of B and C from Ref. 31. Then,
fixing the value of A is equivalent to fixing the value of
Uo —A + 4B + 3C. Recently proposed values for Uo
are 8.8, 8.8, 9.4, and 10.5 eV from Refs. 25, 26, 27, and
28, respectively. As a compromise, we took Uo = 9.34
or A = 7 eV. Our parameters yield an anisotropy in J
of order 0.03 meV and, as we shall see in the next sec-
tion, give an out-of-plane gap in the spin-wave spectrum
within 10% of the experimental value 5 meV.
V. SPIN WAVE SPECTRUM
OF THE EFFECTIVE SPIN HAMILTONIAN
IN TETRAGONAL SYMMETRY
Hrr =) H~,
(ij)
(55)
where for (ij) along the x direction, H;~ is
H;; = Ji~~si S, + J~S,"S,". + J.S,.S, ,
and for (ij) along the y direction H;~ is
H,~ = J~S; S + J() S,". S". + J,S; S . .
(56)
We will now calculate the spin-wave spectrum of this
Hamiltonian and then the first quantum correction to the
classical ground state energy. We consider the c@se where
the spins lie in the xy plane and are ordered antiferro-
magnetically (J~~, J~ ) J, ) 0). Assuming the staggered
magnetization moment makes an angle 0 with the posi-
tive x axis, we use the following transformation so that
spins are parallel to the new z axis:
( 0 —sin0 coso )
0 cos0 sin 0 S,' .
( —1 0 0 )
(58)
Defining sublattice A to have up spins (in the rotated
frame) and sublattice B to have down spins (in the ro-
tated kame), we have the following bosonic spin repre-
sentation:
S,'. [a, + a+], [a, —a+],
S"- = S —0,+a,.'2 2
for sublattice A, and
S'
2 [b~ + b,'] [b~ —b,']
S" = —S+ b+b,-2 2 2 (60)
for sublattice B. For later convenience we consider the
case of general spin, although in the end we set S = 2.
Using Eqs. (58)—(60) we may write the effective spin
Hamiltonian H ~ given in Eq. (55) in momentum space
in-plane gap is zero. However, the classical rotational
invariance within the basal plane is broken by the depen-
dence of the spin-wave energies on the angle 0 between
the staggered magnetization and the crystal x axis. The
purpose of this section is to study this anisotropy and
show that it leads to a nonvanishing in-plane gap in the
spin-wave spectrum.
In order to show this, we start with the following gen-
eral Hamiltonian for the Cu02 plane in a tetragonal sys-
tem
Given Eqs. (13) and (50) for single bonds, the clas-
sical ground state of the effective spin Hamiltonian is
rotationally invariant in the basal plane. The out-of-
plane anisotropy o.xv b,J/Js is positive (see Fig. 3),
and therefore the spins order in that plane, as is well es-
tablished. In the absence of spin-wave fluctuations, the
H p = Ep+4J S) [ataq+ btbq
+(Aqaqb q + Bqaqbt + H.c.)],
where g is summed over the first Brillouin zone of the
magnetic reciprocal lattice and
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Eo = 2—J &S Ja~ = 2(Jii+ Jz) ~
1
A~ = [Ji cos(q a) + J2cos(q„a)],4J,
1
B~ = — [Js cos(q a) + J4 cos(q„a)] .4J (62) J„= 1 Ji=1 J, =0.8
Here % is the total number of spins and
Jl ——Jii sin 0+ J~ cos 0+ J
J2 —Ji~ cos 0+ J~ sin 0+ J»
J3 —Jii sin 0+ J~ cos 0 —Jz )
J4 —Ji~ cos 0+ J~ sin 0 —J~.
H,a = Eo+) ((u+(q)a' a' +~ (q)b' b'), (64)
where the new ground state energy Eo is now
E,' = —2
l
1+ —
I
N J.„S
Sp
+-, ).(~+(q) + ~-(q)) (65)
and thus does depend on 0. This dependence on 0 arises
because the zero-point motion contribution [which is the
sum of spin-wave energies u+(q) + ur (q) over the Bril-
louin zone] depends on 0. The spin-wave energies are
Henceforth we will set the lattice constant a to unity.
Note that our conventions imply that P 1 = N/2. As
one expects, the classical ground state energy EQ does
not depend on 0 and thus we have complete degener-
acy with respect to 0. However, diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (61) leads to the result
Jn 1 Ji = 0.9 J, = 0.8
0
(0,0) (x/2, x/2) (O,x)
(q,q) (m/2 —q, nJ2+q)
(0,0)
FIG. 4. Noninteracting spin-wave spectrum along different
high symmetry lines in the Brillouin zone according to Eq.
(66) for 8 = 0. For this plot the lattice constant a is set equal
to unity. The J's and u are all in the same arbitrary units.
Ez(0) = 2~ ).[~+(q) + ~-(q)]1 (68)
dication in the spin-wave spectrum that bJ = JII —J~
is nonzero is the removal of degeneracyss between su+(q)
and u (q) on the boundary of the Brillouin zone (where
q + q& ——vr). This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4. Even
though noninteracting spin-wave theory does not lead to
two gaps at zero wave vector when Jii g J~, one can
obtain the second gap by calculating the sp:n-wave spec-
trum including higher orders in 1/S. However, below we
will estimate this in-plane gap without explicitly invoking
spin-wave interactions.
For this purpose we study the quantum zero-point en-
ergy (per spin) in detail. It is given by
sr+(q) = 4J S (1 —B~)2 —A2,
(q) = 4J „S (1+B~)' —A' . (66)
Note that when Jil —J~ —J, B~ is zero and thus we
have two degenerate spin modes as usual. When Jii, J~
and J, are difFerent, the two modes are no longer degen-
erate. This remains true when q ~ 0:
~+(0) = 4S/2J „(J —J,), ~ (0) = 0. (67)
This result shows that we have only one gap in the nonin-
teracting spin-wave picture even though the ground state
energy is anisotropic and therefore selects a value of 0.
In Fig. 4 we plot the noninteracting spin-wave spec-
trum according to Eq. (66) along different directions
in the Brillouin zone. For illustrative purposes we arbi-
trarily chose values of the J's which correspond to much
larger anisotropy than we have for the cuprates. An in-
From Eqs. (62), (63), and (66) one can write
~~(q) = 4J „S (f + g) + (&+ &) cos(2&) i
&J-).
where
(69)
J.C' „J.C Cf =1- 4J ' 8J
(J „—J,)C+ „C
g = 2J ' 4 II
with C+, C given by
C~ = cos(q a) + cos(q„a) . (71)
To obtain the leading 0 dependence of the mode ener-
gies, we expand wg(q) up to second order in powers of
(bJ/J-):
2 2
(72)
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By using this in Eq. (68) we can obtain the leading 0
dependence of the quantum zero-point energy,
0.82820
J(( 1 J1 0 9 J 0 8
bJ
Ez(0) = 2J S Co + Cy cos(20)
Jav
0.82815
(b J)2
C2 cos (20) (73)
0.82810
where the numerical constants are
&o = —'):J(Jf+g+ off -g)
1 . (h+ k) (h —k)
v'f + q v'J' —0
1 (h+ k)2 (h —k)2
(f+ )'g* (f —g)"*) ' (74)
I. . . , I. . . , I
0 15 30 45 60 75 90
0 (degree)
FIG. 5. Variation of the zero-point energy as a function of
the angle 8 between the staggered magnetization and a [1,0]
direction in the easy plane. Dotted and solid lines are from
the approximate [Eq. (73)] and exact [Eq. (68)] expressions
for Ez(8), respectively. The J's and Ez(8) are all in the same
arbitrary units.
Cp —0.842 ) C2 ——1 x 10 (75)
Note that the zero-point Quctuation energy favors the
staggered magnetization to point along a [1,0] direction
within the easy ' plane. Experiments indicate that
this may be the case for YBa2Cu306, where the dipolar
energy does not select a value of 0, although it is not
easy to distinguish the direction of the staggered magne-
tization in such systems. For other tetragonal cuprates,
Note that coeFicients of odd powers of bJ vanish due to
the fact that these terms include odd power of C which
changes sign under q~ ++ q„while the other expressions
are invariant under this operation.
In Fig. 5 we show Ez(0) &om Eq. (73) and Rom
the exact sum given in Eq. (68) for J[[ = 1, J~ —0.9,
and J = 0.8 for which Cp —0.44+ 0.39 = 0.83 and
C2 —2.95 x 10 + 0.7 x 10 1 x 10, where the
first and second numbers are the contribution from out-
of-plane and in-plane modes, respectively. Note that the
in-plane mode contributes almost twice as much as the
out-of-plane mode. The agreement between the exact
and approximate results is excellent even though we have
taken b J/ J 0.1. Since in many real systems this ratio
is extremely small, Eq. (73) should give nearly the exact
value. For J~I = J~ —J = J we have
Hqzpp = ) pinS(S; S," /S ) (76)
Since we are interested in the region where q 0, this
eH'ective interaction is probably adequate to approximate
the dependence of Ez(0) on 0; even when 8 has a slow
nonzero spatial variation. Note that Hqzpp is of order S
because Ez(0) in Eq. (68) is of that order. By comparing
the angular dependence of Eq. (73) and Eq. (76), one
obtains
(b J)'p;„= 8C2 =—4J,b;„.J (77)
Transforming S~ and S„ into the local quantization axis
by using Eq. (58) (with 0 = 0) and Eqs. (59) and (60),
and keeping only the terms at order of 1/S = 1, we find
that
the magnetic structure in the ground state is determined
by the competition between Ez(0) and other anisotropies
which result from interplane interactions.
%e are now ready to estimate the in-plane gap due to
the anisotropy of quantum zero-point energy shown in
Fig. 5. To do this we assume that the quantum zero-
point energy is equivalent to an effective Hamiltonian for
general S of the form
HclzpE = 4N J „b;„+4J „b;„) (ata; + b; b, —2[a; + b, + H. c. .]j . (78)
In momentum space, Hgzpp is
HgzpE = 4N J 8;„+4J h';„) (at az + bt bz —z [a&a z + blab z + H.c.]) . (79)
Hence the total Hamiltonian Ht t —HqzpE + H,s, where H,~ is given in Eq. (61), is
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Hg~g —Egog + 4J~„S ) (1 + S 'h;„) (at a~ + bt b~)
—) —S h;„(a~ta ~ + a~a ~ + bt bt + b~b ~)2
+ ) A~(at bt ~ + a~b ~) + ) B~(a~bt + at b~)
Q
(80)
The spin-wave energies ~~ are given as
u)+(q) = 4J„S i i 1
)
(
(q)= 4J„S [ i1
—A~ —B~
~
1+2S h;„+A~ —B~ ~,')& )
+ A~+ B~
I ~
1+2S 'h;„—A~+ B
) 0 )
I
(81)
To get the in-plane and out-of-plane gaps, we set q = 0,
in which case
co+(q = 0) = 4J S/2[1 —(J,/J )][1+S—~h;„],
(q = 0) = 4J S/2[1 + (J,/J )]S 'h;„, (82)
(u+(q = 0) = 4S/2J (J „—J,),
(q = 0) = 8J „S/h;„/S = 8h JQ(2S)C2
= 0.8
/ J((
—J~ /, (83)
where we have used Eqs. (75) and (77) and set S = 2.
To evaluate w+(q = 0) we use the experimental valueJ = 130 meV and take J —J, = (J~ —J,) —(J~-
J~~ )2 = 30 peV from Fig. 3, in which case
sr+(q = 0) = 2S(5.9 meV) . (84)
Measurements show that zero-point Huctuations reduce
2S to about 0.8. Using this value, we get w+ (q = 0) = 4.7
meV, which compares favorably with the experimental
value of 5 meV. Prom the data shown in Fig. 3 we see that
the in-plane gap, ur (q = 0), should be about 25 peV.
It would be interesting to observe this via an infrared
absorption experiment. Because the theoretical estimate
of the frequency range is uncertain, it might be useful to
locate the mode at high magnetic field and follow it back
to zero applied field.
VI. THE LOW'EST SYMMETRY MODEL
In Sec. IV we showed that for the model of Eq. (4)
in tetragonal symmetry the anisotropy vanishes in the
where ur (q = 0) is the in-plane-gap due to the quantum
zero-point energy that we are looking for. Note that ~ oc
~S, as was originally found40 in a similar situation where
the gap is due to quantum zero-point effects. Thus we see
that the noninteracting result, plotted in Fig. 4, which
gives one gapless mode, needs to be modified as we have
just done.
We now give a numerical evaluation of the gaps u~ (q =
0). For that purpose we approximate the result of Eq.
(82) as dt. =) a.-p(')dpt,
P
(85)
where B p(i) is the matrix element of the orthogonal
matrix which gives the new states in terms of the undis-
torted d orbitals for the ith copper ion.
Within these orbitals the hopping matrix elements now
are
t;, = ) R (')Bp (j)t (86)
where t~ „is the usual overlap integral between the undis-
torted d orbitals, listed above. Similarly, the matrix ele-
ments of angular momentum in this new basis are
L'-, 'p = ) .&-,~(&)&p,~(&)I ~.~ . (87)
A. Numerical study
We now present our numerical results for the effec-
tive spin Hamiltonian when we use these new hopping
and angular momentum matrices for two arbitrarily cho-
sen matrices K(i) and K(j). In Fig. 6 we show the
anisotropy (energy differences between triplet states) for
two different situations: (1) the an-site Coulomb repul-
absence of Coulomb exchange. This was due to the fact
that we have only hopping between orbitals of the same
symmetry. However, the theorem breaks down when we
have nonzero hopping between orbitals of different sym-
metry. Thus in this section we consider a system with
lower symmetry to show that we can have anisotropy
without Coulomb exchange.
Here we again consider the effective spin Hamiltonian
for two copper ions, but now we do not assume any par-
ticular symmetry. Thus the orbitals localized on the
two Cu ions which diagonalize 'R are no longer the
same and will be some arbitrary linear combinations of
x —y, 3z —r, xy, yz, zx, respectively. We write these
orbitals as
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U„~w U U„p ——
)I
0~ -20L
0
~ — 0(0
1 0
-;, -0.003
-20
0 0.1 0
-&, -0.003
0.1
sive interactions depend on the orbitals (U p g U) and
(2) orbital-independent (constant) Coulomb interactions,
U p = U. As in the tetragonal case (but now with no
Coulomb exchange interaction), we have full anisotropy
I
FIG. 6. Anisotropies (energy differences between triplet
states) as a function of t and A for nonconstant (left) and
constant (right) on-site Coulomb interaction. If the energies
of the triplet states are Ai ( A2 ( A3, the data points are
Aq-Aq (circles) and Aq-Aq (diamonds). The solid and dashed
lines are power-law fits, as indicated.
for both cases. By Gtting the numerical results shown in
Fig. 6 we showed that anisotropy is proportional to t A
for nonconstant U and to t A for constant U. In the
next section we give an analytic proof that for constant
U the anisotropy vanishes up to order t4.
B. Order t4 results for constant U and K = 0
With only (nearest-neighbor) (NN) hopping on the
square lattice, there are no contributions at order t .
The calculations at order t4 will generate two types of
contributions: one a four-spin interaction, the other
two-spin interactions either between nearest neighbors or
between next-nearest neighbors. The first type is gener-
ated when a hole hops around a closed loop, i.e., &om
site 1 to 2, the hole which had been earlier on site 2 hops
to 3 and so on, until the hole &om site 4 hops to 1. The
second type of interaction is generated both by closed
loop processes and by various arrangements of four hops
involving two or three sites.
In this paper we are mainly concerned with the evalu-
ation of the NN pair exchange interactions. In particular
we have concentrated mostly on the anisotropy of these
interactions due to spin-orbit interactions. To study the
contributions to this anisotropy &om repeated hopping
within a single bond to order t4, we use Eq. (C2) of
Appendix C and apply to it two more hopping terms,
T;~'Rp T~ Rp, ending at a ground state. After some
algebra we obtain
2 1 1
X +
Up E, (Up+ E;s) . E;s(Up+ E~ )
1
(Up+ E~ )(Up+ E;b)
+ (i ++ j) . (ss)
Combining Eqs. (24) and (88), we end up with Eq.
(D4), in which both (Aj + iBq . o) and (A2 + iB2 o')
are of the form tp~p + O(t ). Since at order t2 we had
D2 —0, Eq. (D5) now yields D2 —O(t ), and thus the
energy splitting of the triplet due to D2 is of order [cf.
Eqs. (D6) and (D7)] Dz/AqA2 —O(t ), irrespective of
the details of Eq. (88). Thus, the NN magnetic exchange
interaction becomes anisotropic only at order t, and this
is correct to all orders in the spin-orbit coupling A and for
all lattice symmetries. This result is indeed con6rmed by
our single-bond numerical diagonalization, as we showed
in Fig. 6.
We end this discussion with two comments. First, note
that the separation of (A,. +iB, . o) into a sum of terms
of orders t and t was only possible because the sums
over a and 6 in Eq. (88) all appeared within one matrix
[which appears between (o .S~) and (cr S;)]. This would
not have been possible if we had contributions of the kind
Tr{(o .Sz )TP (o .S;)T2 ), representing interference be-
tween diBerent hopping paths. Such contributions arise
at order t, and generate further anisotropy. (Without
them, the analysis of Appendix D indicates that the en-
ergy levels would be two singlets and a doublet. ) Second,
note that the symmetry contained in Eq. (25) would per-
sist to all orders, had we ignored excited states, allowing
only to~0.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Discussion
It is clear that the role of spin-orbit interactions in
causing anisotropy in the exchange interaction is an in-
teresting and subtle one. In particular, there has been
much controversy concerning the way the exchange inter-
action J~„depends on the crystal symmetry and under
what conditions one expects to 6nd a gap in the spin-
wave spectrum. For a long time after Moriya's seminal
paper it was thought that one could neglect M in Eq. (2)
and that the spin Hamiltonian for a single bond would
be anisotropic if the Dzyaloshinskii vector D were nonva-
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nishing. It was then observed by Kaplan and by SEA
that although M is of order A and D is of order A, one
must nevertheless keep both terms when discussing the
anisotropy or the gap in the spin-wave spectrum. Two
other conclusions of these authors were (1) the single-
bond spin Hamiltonian 'Rs(i, j) was rotationally invari-
ant and (2) the overall anisotropy of the Cu-0 plane re-
sulted &om a frustration between bonds with different
values of D. In view of the results of the present paper
we are in a position to state clearly the conditions under
which the first conclusion is valid. In particular, our re-
sults show that rotational invariance (when the Coulomb
exchange K is zero) of the single-bond spin Hamiltonian
to all orders in t is only to be expected when hopping
between excited states is ignored, as the SEA argument
does implicitly. We remark that since the spin-orbit in-
teraction involves coupling to excited orbital states, it
is only non-negligible when the energies of the excited
states involved are finite. This being the case, strictly
speaking, it is not totally consistent to neglect hopping
between such states, especially since the associated hop-
ping matrix elements are comparable to those involving
hopping to or &om the orbital ground state. Nonethe-
less, as we have seen, the departures from the SEA ro-
tational invariance theorem (due to hopping between ex-
cited states) are numerically quite small in most cases of
physical interest. In fact, for the case of constant U con-
sidered by SEA, the deviations from rotational invariance
only enter at order t .
In Moriya's original work to order t it was correct to
ignore hopping between excited states because he consid-
ered the case when U was a constant. In this case, as our
results in Sec. VI show, rotational invariance only breaks
down at order t, because one has to go to that high or-
der for hopping between excited states to come into play.
When U is nonconstant, hopping between excited states
leads to anisotropy in 'Rs(i, j) at order t, as our results
in Sec. VI demonstrate. These results thus represent
a generalization of those by Moriya and by most of the
literature which followed him and assumed constant U.
Prom this discussion one might now conclude that spin-
orbit interactions would lead to anisotropy for the Cu-0
planes as long as one includes hopping between excited
Cu states. However, the theorem of Sec. IV shows that
for the special case when the Cu sites have tetragonal
symmetry, the generic model of Eq. (4) with only t, A,
and U nonzero does not yield nonzero anisotropy. The
same result also applies to the "real" model including
oxygen ions. This theorem explains why most previ-
ous calculations give no anisotropy for tetragonal site
symmetry and it emphasizes the importance of includ-
ing Coulomb exchange terms, K. It is then clear why
the exchange anisotropy is so small, especially (as noted
by BS) when compared to the anisotropy in the g tensor.
We thus find that for each bond. the exchange interaction
has biaxial anisotropy (J~~, J~, and J, are all difFerent),
where the anisotropy in J is of order t&„&„A K, or more
correctly, it s of order ~e„c„~R o ~e„c„A C, wh r
B' and C are the Racah parameters which represent de-
viations &om the simple constant U Hartree term.
Even though the single-bond exchange has biaxial
anisotropy, the classical ground state energy, because
it is averaged over bonds along [1,0,0] and [0,1,0], does
not select an orientation of the staggered magnetization
within the easy plane. As we have shown, the anisotropy
within the easy plane results from quantum zero-point
fluctuations. In summary, a complete discussion of the
anisotropy of the Cu-0 planes requires an interesting
study of several novel symmetries and the way they are
broken by Buctuations.
B. Conclusions
We may summarize our conclusions as follows.
(1) For tetragonal site symmetry, with only Hartree-
like direct Coulomb terms, the efFective spin Hamiltonian
is isotropic at any order in the parameters t and A. Inclu-
sion of Coulomb exchange breaks this degeneracy at order
tc —c A K for our generic model and at order tc —oh
for the cuprate system with an oxygen ion between the
copper ions.
(2) Since the easy-plane anisotropy (observed via
the "out-of-plane" spin-wave gap at zero wave vector)
has comparable magnitudes for many orthorhombic and
tetragonal cuprates, it cannot depend significantly on the
orthorhombic distortion. Our result, Eq. (50), yields a
biaxial anisotropy in the exchange interaction of order
&A K which can explain the observed out-of-plane
spin-wave gap.
(3) In the tetragonal case, with the exchange inter-
actions having biaxial anisotropy given by Eq. (50),
the ground state does not depend on the orientation of
the staggered magnetization within the easy plane. (As
shown in Ref. 19, this remains true when dipolar inter-
actions are included. ) However, as we show,
s quantum
zero-point Huctuations cause an anisotropy within the
easy plane which leads to ordering of the spins along
the (1,0) axes, as indeed was claimed to be observed in
YBa~Cu306. A rough estimate yields a resulting "in-
plane" spin-wave gap of about 25 peV. An experimental
measurement of this gap would be very desirable.
(4) In real crystals, the three-dimensional ordering of
the spins is determined by a competition between the
anisotropies treated in the present paper and several
other mechanisms, such as interplane hopping and in-
teractions, as discussed recently in Refs. 19, 43, and 44.
These may also affect the estimate of the in-plane gap
given in conclusion (3).
(5) For sufficiently low symmetry and without ex-
change interactions, the rotational invariance of the
single-bond Hamiltonian is broken at order t A for con-
stant U. For arbitrary U p and sufficiently low sym-
metry, the single-bond Hamiltonian is not rotationally
invariant even at order t A .
(6) We have given results for arbitrary symmetry for
the effective spin Hamiltonian at order t including, for
the erst time, the effects of realistic Coulomb interac-
tions. These expressions are valid for the orthorhombic
phases of La2Cu04.
(7) In view of the controversies in the literature con-
cerning the results which include spin-orbit interactions
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we have implemented several checks of our perturbative
results. First of all, we compared the results given in
Eqs. (29) and (43) with expressions obtained by treating
both the hopping and the spin-orbit interactions as per-
turbations. In addition, we subjected our analytic results
for the tetragonal symmetry case to numerical veri6ca-
tion as follows. We diagonalized exactly the Hamiltonian
within the basis of two holes on either a Cu—Cu cluster
or a Cu-0-Cu cluster. Then we compared the splittings
of the ground state manifold (in this case, the lowest four
states) with those predicted on the basis of our analytic
evaluation of the perturbative contributions to the spin
Hamiltonian. This comparison (see Fig. 3) was made
with small enough values of the perturbative parameters
that we can easily check how the results depend on the
parameters.
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APPENDIX A: EXCHANGE AND FOUR
LOWEST ENERGY LEVELS
In this appendix, we explain what we mean by
anisotropy and how we study it by identifying the eigen-
values of 'H obtained numerically with those of a general
spin Hamiltonian such as that given in Eq. (13).
The most general e8'ective spin Hamiltonian for a sin-
gle bond can be written as
( Jll J12 J13 )
Heff: Eo + Sg Jgg Jgg JQ3 Sg )
( J31 J32 J33 )
(A1)
where the matrix J is a 3 x 3 real matrix. There exist
two transformations Rq and R~ which transform J into
diagonal form if we rotate the spins: Sq —RES& and
Sq —RES&. To obtain Rq and Rq we first obtain the
orthogonal matrix 0 which diagonalizes JJ', where the
subscript "t" indicates transpose:
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geneau and M. A. Kastner. Work at the University of
Pennsylvania was partly supported by the National Sci-
ence Foundation MRL Program under Grant No. DMR-
91-22784 and that at Tel Aviv by the U.S.-Israel Bina-
tional Science Foundation and the USIEF.
(J. 0 0)
eff = Eo+ oS&
(0 0 J, j
Sq, (A4)
This set of energies has the proper invariance under
change of the signs of any two J 's. For the case of
arbitrary low symmetry, we did not try to identify the
principal axes, but tabulated anisotropies, defined to be
Aq —Aq and Aq —A3, where Aq ( A~ ( A3 are the three
eigenvalues of the set (A
For Dqh, bond symmetry, J must be diagonal, so that
'R,~=Ee+) J S1 Sz~. (A6)
In this case the eigenvalues are given by Eq. (A5) with
o. = 1 and the J have whatever signs they have in Eq.
(A6). The identif1cation of the J's from the set of eigen-
values of Eq. (A5) is 11ot unique, because either permut-
ing the J's or changing two of their signs leaves the set
of eigenvalues invariant. Thus, identi6cation of the J s
with coordinate directions requires consideration of the
eigenfunctions. For this purpose we write them explic-
itly:
&s = I && —&t)/~2 0 = I t& + &t)/~2
@*= I tt —&&)/~2 @ = I tt + &&)/~2 (A7)
Then the eigenfunctions are distinguished by their expec-
tation values:
O'S ~ (Sl, ~2, ) —(~1, S2, ) —(~1, S2, ) — 1/4
4$ ~ (~1,$~2,z) (Sl,XS2,%) (~l,y~2, y) 1/4 5 (Ag)
and so forth for the other @ . Having identified which
wave functions (coming out of the diagonalization of the
190 x 190 matrix) are which, one can easily deduce the
values of the J . For instance
where all the J 's are positive. Obviously, a further ro-
tation could be made to change the sign of any two com-
ponents of S1 (or S3). So the energy level scheme must
be invariant under such a change of signs. It also has to
be invariant under permutations of the J . We Gnd the
four energy levels to be
~, =Z,'-~(J. + J„+J,)/4,
=Eo+o-(J +Jy+J, —2J )/4, n=x, y, z.
(A5)
O'(JJ')O = J' (A2) J.
= —As —A
Rg —0, Rg —J'0J o. , (A3)
where o = DetJ/IDetJI. In terms of the transformed
spins the Hamiltonian is
where J is a diagonal matrix with non-negative entries.
For simplicity we assume that all its entries are actually
positive. Then we define J and J to be the correspond-
ing diagonal matrices with positive entries.
Then we set
APPENDIX B: COULOMB INTERACTION
PARAMETERS IN TERMS OF THE RACAH
COEFFICIENTS
Here we list the Coulomb interaction parameters for
the tetragonal symmetry crystal 6eld states for a d
configuration in terms of the Racah parameters. Here
AU p — —2K p, where U = Uo + LU, with
Uo —A + 4B + 3C. In terms of the triplet and sin-
glet energies given in Ref. 25 one has U' = U + K and
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d~2 y2
d3z2 r2
d~y
dyz
d
d+2 y2
0
4B+ C
C
3B+C
3B+C
d3z2 r2
4B+ C
0
4B+ C
B+C
B+C
day dyz dzz
C 3B+C 3B+C
4B+C B+C B+C
0 3B+C 3B+C '
3B+C 0 3B+C
3B+C 3B+C 0
In the numerical calculations we used (see Table I) A =
7.00, B = 0.15, and C = 0.58, so that U0 —9.34, all in
eV.
APPENDIX C: MATRIX ELEMENTS NEEDED
FOR PERTURBATION THEORY
Here we record some of the matrix elements needed
to implement perturbation theory. If Igp) represents any
state in the ground state manifold (having one hole per
site), then we may write
1
I @i) —= &g' I @p)
0
~ ~Tibcbpa, c Oa Cipamcbpaj. I @O)
CJ1 CT2
22(t o)
gba. goa. ioa. 'Oa. I jjo), (Cl)2
6
where 'Rp and T;~ are defined in Eqs. (19) and (14b),
respectively, and where we set the ground state energy
of 'R0 to zero. For results to second and fourth order in
t with no Coulombic perturbations we need to generate
the following matrix element:
I
A)—:T*~ I A)
) [(tbp)a&ab (t~~&) a4az Cbo-a C pa —(tbp)aqaj (t~p)a4a& Cbo.a4 C&baa] (Ejb + Up) Cjoa, Cbpab I O'O)
o' y ct2 F 3 cf4
bc
(C2)
We also need
1 1
I @s) = ~ &&-~ T~' I @p)0 0
21), " ' ' [j").U„, , (j; aia20b) + K„, , (j;a,a20 )
88 CL1 Q2b
—Ebc„, , (j; b0) —aoKao„, , (j; b0a)]ocao, )
c., ;coo( coboo) . (C3)
Finally, to get the energy at order t 4'Rc we need
I@4) —= Tv l@s)
) (t o) ~(E~b + Up)(E, , + E~, + Up)
x [bU„, , (j;aia20b) + K„, (j;aia20b) —AU„, , (j;aia2bO) —K„a,a, (j;aia2bO)]
x [(~~o~~, ) c'o, cqo ~,o (to, ) 'c'o, cqo ~,ol (C4)
In order to make sure this matrix element connects to the ground state, we had to insert the factors b, 0 and b, 0.
APPENDIX D: SYMMETRY OF THE MAGNETIC HAMILTONIAN
In this appendix we analyze the eigenvalue spectrum of a system of two spins-2 with coupling which is arbitrary
except that, for simplicity, we consider the isotropic interaction to be dominant. In the presence of antisymmetric
exchange interactions one can always put the Hamiltonian into the following canonical form:
'R(', j) = a' 8(') . S(j) + p" . (S(') x S(j)) + O'S( ) M S(j),
where n is a unit vector specifying the orientation of the Dzyaloshinskii vector and M is a symmetric matrix. Here
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we will show that the eigenvalue spectrum of this Hamiltonian consists of a singlet and a triplet, if and only if the
matrix M is such that 'R(i, j) can be written in the form
( )= () ()+& ( () ())+ ( (') )( (')) (D2)
where the coefBcients obey the relation
~ = —~+ ~ I 1+ (0/~)' I"
for finite a/P. [The reason for phrasing the condition in terms of Eq. (D2) rather than Eq. (Dl) is that the former,
unlike the latter, is a unique representation. ] In this case, as we shall see, the spins can be rotated (about the same
axis, but through opposite angles) so that in terms of the rotated spins the Hamiltonian looks isotropic. This result
shows that for this relation between the parameters the Hamiltonian is rotationally invariant, even if it is not isotropic.
(By isotropic, we mean P = p = 0.)
As seen in the text, many of the perturbative results have the form
'R(i, j) = Tr((A). + iBq o)(S(j) . o')(Aq + iBq . o)(S(i) o)).
Up
(D4)
De6ning the vectors D and Dq,
D AyBg AgB] ) Dg A] Bg + AgB] ) (D5)
this becomes
R(i, j) =
1+ ~, S(j) . S(i) + D S(j) x S(i)~ ~ ~ ~
+ ~](s(j) D)(s(i) D) —(sU) Dq)( (~') Dq)]I.
1
(D6)
This is clearly of the general form (2), with
the Dzyaloshinskii vector 2D/Up and the symmetric
anisotropy matrix 2(D (g) D —Dg Dg)/(UpA) Ag). The
most general form for M would involve introducing a
third linearly independent vector D3.
We now show that the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian
of Eq. (D6) are a singlet and a triplet if and only if Dq
vanishes. To see this we study its eigenvalue equation,
which, after some algebra, can be cast into the form
I
Dz —0. One can easily verify that the conditions of
Eq. (D3) and (D2) are equivalent to requiring that Dq
in Eq. (D6) vanish. We further show now that when
Dq ——0, the Hamiltonian is rotationally invariant. For
this purpose note that
;ed-;1+i ~ o'= e d=
2A) Ag cos 0
(D9)
(A —x) [(A —x)(A+3x) —4 ] V ~ ] = 0, (D7)
where
4 &
V~ — D~ — DxD~ I .
Up 2A) Ag )
(D8)
It is clear that a triplet occurs if and only if Vq —0,
which, in turn, happens if and only if Dq —0. Q.E.D.
Furthermore, we see that in the presence of nonzero D~,
the triplet is split into a doublet and a singlet. To remove
all degeneracy it is necessary to introduce a third vector
D3.
We make some further remarks about the case when
tan0 =
2AgAg
The Hamiltonian (D6) with Dq —0 then becomes
(
R(i, j) = A) Ap
x Tr((o S'(j))(o. S'(i))j
f72
A, A, ~, S' .S', OiO
in terms of rotated variables [equivalent to those of SEA
(Ref. 7)]:
o . S(j) = e'~ o S'(j)e '~
(D11)
o S(i) = e * ~ o. S (i)e* ~
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When D2 is finite, the triplet splits into a singlet and
a doublet. One may ask whether it is possible to per-
form rotations of the spins such that the antisymmetric
Dzyaloshinskii term will be eliminated and the Hamilto-
nian will contain only the symmetric anisotropy. This is
in general not the case. Returning to the Hamiltonian
(D4), we put
where the unit vector a and the angle o. are yet to be
determined. The Hamiltonian then takes the form (D4),
with the replacements S(i) ~ S'(i), S(j) —+ S'(j), and
A; m A', , B; m B,', (i = 1, 2) with
A', = A, cos o. ~ sin a(B, a),
2 2 2
(D13)
cr . S(j) = e' cr'. S'(j)e
a. S(i) = e ' ~ (r. S (i)e' ~
(D12)
B', = B, + A&asinn —2sin —(a Bi)a.
2 2 2 2 2
The condition that the Dzyaloshinskii term vanish is
therefore [cf. Eqs. (D5) and (D6)]
[Aq cos o. —sinn(Bq a)][B2 —a(a 82)] —[Aq cosa + sin a(82 . a)][Bq —a(a - Bq)]
= a[sin 2o. (AqA2 + (a . Bq)(a . B2)) + cos 2n((A2Bq —AqB2) . a)].
Since the vector on the left-hand side is orthogonal to a, Eq. (D14) yields
(AgB2 —A28~) . atan2o. =
AjA2+ (a. Bg)(a 82) '
[Aq c son —(a Bq) sinn](B2 —a(a. B2)) = [A2cosn+ (a B2) sinn](Bq —a(a. Bz))
(D14)
(D15)
It can be shown that these two equations can be satisfied only when the vectors B» and B2 are parallel. Hence
the antisymmetric anisotropy can be eliminated from the Hamiltonian only for specific configurations. Moreover,
the criterion for complete rotational invariance of 'R(i, j) is that D2 —AqB2 + A2Bq —0, or equivalently, that
B2/A2 ——Bq/Aq, which is equivalent to the condition that
(Ag+ xBg. cr) = '(A2+ iB2 o).
A2
(D16)
Returning to Eq. (24) we note that (too)t = too, and therefore that R~ l(i, j) is indeed rotationally invariant. This
represents an alternative proof for the SEA result, which holds to order t, to all orders in the spin-orbit coupling A
and for all site symmetries providing U p —U and K = 0.
APPENDIX E: PERTURBATION THEORY INCLUDING OXYGEN ORBITALS
Here we show that the perturbation theory results for the Cu 0 Cu bond, through the intermediate state in
which the two holes are on the copper ion (channel a), are obtained from those of the Cu—Cu bond, with the
replacement (36).
We start from the state l@z) in Eq. (37). As explained in the text, the index q that labels oxygen ions on the bonds
along x and along y may be omitted for simplicity. Applying again the hopping Hamiltonian yields
2 )=). lT, T;+T, T~ lc,o c,.o c,o, c,o l@o)'Ro ( &o Ro )
(t*.o)-,-(t'..)-.-, t
U + E jacr3 jOcr1n 0 ja
crcr1
cry cr3
(e.)-.-, (&'. )
Cioo. C - CjOcr& CiOcr 0Uo+ E,. (E1)
where we have written the energy denominators explicitly. We now concentrate on the terms that will eventually
contribute to the spin Hamiltonian. To order t, these are obtained by applying two more factors of the hopping that
bring the holes back to the ground state. The result is
T'+ T,' T- 1@2-) = —) . ) . ) [(~.o)-.-(to.)-.-.(t. o)-.-.(to. )-.-.c,'o.,c,'o.,
crcry cr2 cr3cr4cr5
+(&.o)-,-, (to.)-.-, (~. o)-.-('o. )-.-.c,'o.,c,'o..lc~'-. c*o- l &o) (E2)
from which it is clear that using Eq. (36) one arrives at Eq. (24).
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APPENDIX F: DIAGONALIZATION OF THE SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTION
In this appendix we show that the transformation of Eq. (44) does indeed make the spin-orbit interaction diagonal
in pseudospin space. We wish to show that
(P, vlL o ln, p) (F1)
vanishes unless p = v, in which case it is independent of p. First of all, note that L has zero diagonal matrix elements,
i.e. , the above matrix element vanishes when n = P. There are now three cases to consider: (i) n = 0 and P = 1 or
n = 1 and P = 0; (ii) ci = 0, 1 and P = 2:, y, z; and (iii) o. g P but both are x, y, or z. In case (i) the matrix element
of L is again zero, so this case is as desired. In case (ii) with n = 0 (n = 1 is similar) we express the above matrix
element as
) (A(r)IL 1@0(r))(~c)-, (& (~)l~ I& (~)) = H~(r)IL~I@o(r))~,-. (F2)
In the last step we used the fact that the orbital matrix element is only nonzero when p = P. So case (ii) is as desired.
In case (iii) we write the matrix element as
) (&p(r) IL~I@-(r))(~-)*,.(~~)-,~(&~(~)I~~14'-(~))= ).(A(r) IL~I@-(r))(~-)-, (~n)-, ~(~~)~,-
3)P)7 Y)P)&
= (@&(r)lL, l@.(r))i.».h„. . (F3)
where e p~ is the totally antisymmetric tensor. In the last equality we used the fact that n, P, and p are Cartesian
indices which are all difFerent. Thus all the types of matrix elements are diagonal and independent of pseudospin, as
asserted.
APPENDIX G: RESULTS FOR TETRAGONAL SYMMETRY
The only nonzero matrix elements of the angular momentum within the manifold of normalized tetragonal d states,
l0) =d 2 v2 l1):ds 2 2 lz) —d~y) lx) =d„„andly) =d, are
(z —y lL lyz) = (zxlL lxy) = —(zylL lzx) = (yzlL lz ——y ) = (zylL„lyz)
= (z' —y'lLylzz) = (yzlLvlzy) =— (zxlL„lz ——y') = (yzlL, lzz) = (zxlL lzy) =—i,
(G2)
(»IL.I~' —y') = -(*' —y'IL. I») = 2i .
From Appendix F and the pseudospin transformation (44) it follows that
[~(~ &)l- = ~(~ &)(~-~~)-;
(G3)
(G4)
where ~ was defined in Eq. (6), and ur(n, P) is a scalar. Turning now to the diagonalization of the single-particle,
single-site Hamiltonian 'R + 'R, of the Cu—Cu bond, one finds that this can be accomplished by putting
IIl~~ —0 ~m~~ (G5)
where m are scalars which are determined by Eq. (11), which now becomes
) e m m b+A) 2(nP)m m@b = h bE, ) m m& —b p.
CX nP a
(G6)
The solution of this equation, to second order in A, reads
A~ ~(oc, p)u (p, n) cD(oc, a) ~ . ~(n, p)a(p, a)
2 (t~ —e~) ) ( e~ e~ (e~ e~) (ep E~) )
(G7)
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The hopping matrix elements are diagonal in the tetragonal symmetry, except for the states
~
0) and
~
1), and are
independent of the site indices i and j. It follows that t'b are scalars independent of the site indices as well, and that
the hopping is not accompanied by a pseudospin fhp. This implies that x [Eq. (28a)] is diagonal in that space, and
that x is independent of i and j. Thus the vector D;i, Eq. (29b), vanishes and the matrix M(i, j), Eq. (29c), is
given solely by the K terms, and is independent of i and j.
Prom these arguments and using Eqs. (28), one obtains that the symmetric matrix M(i, j) (which is diagonal in
tetragonal syminetry) is given by
M(i, j) = 2 ) K (Tr(mt, pm po) I3 Tr(w~', cr}
ace'
—
2 Tr(x",o) 13 Tr((x", )to) ——Tr((x~', )to) C3 Tr(x",o))
= 2). . . , t~(j'tq~) K (Tr(m, pm po) g Tr(mt rn bo)
—2Tr(m m po) I3 Tr(m, pm bo} —2Tr{m,pm bo) I3 Tr(m rn Oo)). (G8)
Performing the sums over o, and o.', this yields
1 1
M (i j):8 ) tp tbp[Kp (m*pmp —mppm* ) (mppmzb —mzpmpb)
Up + E Up + Eb
+Kl (m*pml 10 )( 10 b m pmlb)
+Kyz (mzpmya ™ypmz~) (mypmz b mzpmyb)] (G9)
with analogous expressions for the yy and zz entries of M. The next step is to write m in terms of the spin-orbit
matrix elements, Eq. (G7). In doing this we keep in mind that both states a and b cannot be the ground state 0, as
they refer to intermediate states of the perturbation theory. Therefore, it is suKcient to retain for the coeKcient of
Ko the terms
u(a, x)u(x, b)
(Ez Eb) (Ez —E~) (G10)
Similarly, the coeKcient of K1 is
2ur(x, 0)u(0, x)
la 1b ~ (G11)
The leading order of the coeKcient of K„, is of order A b„bb, , etc. But then to t„o will be proportional to A too.
Therefore, to order A, the terms arising from K&, do not contribute. Collecting terms we Gnd the contribution to
the anisotropic exchange as
1 - - 1 .~sr(xa)-J""(ij) = —8KO tp t 0+4 ) ' tp t p-Up+ E 2 Up+ E u(a, x)-&oat+0
1 1 ~(a, x)(V(x, b)
+A ~0 ~bo
Up + E~ Up + Eb (Ez —Eb) (Ez —E~)
1 u(x, 0)~(0, x)
0+ 61) (G12)
where we have retained terms up to order A . Finally we write, using Eqs. (14c) and (G8)
u(0, x) u(1, x)
tPz —A (tPP —tzz) —At01
E'~ 61 —E~
and put a and b in the sulns of (G12) equal to 1, with tpl —tpl. (These are the only possible contributions up to
order A~). It then follows that
J ""(i,j) = —8A Kp Uo+ e j2
u(0, x) u(1, x) 1 ur(x, 0)
tpp tzz tpl + lz U tipE Up+ El P+ e1 (G14)
This result reproduces that of Ref. 18. This result differs slightly from that given in Ref. 18 and Eq. (50) in the
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text, in that the denominators include just the constant part Up of the Coulomb interactions. The corresponding
expression in Ref. 18 [and Eq. (50)] includes instead Up „,Up i, and Ui „and thus represents an expansion, described
in Appendix H, in. K but not in DU.
APPENDIX H: PERTURBATION THEORY FOR THE TETRAGONAL CASE
In this Appendix we give an alternative derivation of Eq. (50) based on conventional perturbation theory in which
we treat hopping, 'Rh p, spin-orbit, 'R, , and the Coulomb exchange interactions, 'R,„, as perturbations. For the
"generic" model, anisotropic exchange appears at order Qh R2 'R,„. To perform this calculation we therefore need
to work to fifth-order perturbation theory and will arbitrarily omit contributions to the isotropic exchange. Of course,
'R „can only exist when there are two holes on the same ion, so the five perturbations must be arranged so that
'Rh p and 'R,„occur in the order 'Rh p'R, „'Rh p. In principle, there are ten ways to insert the two factors of 'R, . But
some study shows that only if the two powers of &, are separated by Q „does the result lead to anisotropy. So the
relevant fifth-order terms in the effective Hamiltonian are
1 1 1 1 1 1
+(&&2) +so +hop + +hop +so +ex +so +hop + +hop +so (Hl)
where E' is the appropriate energy denominator. If we write the spin-orbit perturbation as
z..=~) ) L,.(h,). (h) l =) v. ,
holes, h
(H2)
then it is easy to see that there are no cross terms, i.e. , terms involving V Vp with n g P. In addition, hopping &om
site i to site j and back will give the same result as the reverse process. So if hopping 6.om site j to site i is denoted
T,~, then we may write
'R(i,j ) = 2 ) V T«; + T«;—V —'R,—„—V T;«+ T;« —V1 1 1 1 1
CX
—= 2 ) Qt —'R,„—Q, (H3)
where the operator Q that we need to evaluate is simply
1 1
V~ T;~ + T;« —V—o
There are two channels to be considered for the intermediate state in which 'R,„operates. Channel "0" is one in
which site j has orbitals lo) and ln) occupied, whereas channel "1" is one in which site j has orbitals ll) and la)
occupied. Then we may define
q~ l = (old. ..d, .„v. T;, +T,, v. —d, „,d„.—, lo
- &«9«& «9
(H5)
where p = 0 or 1. Then
'R(i, j) = 2) ) Q&~& 'R~„g~~l(e + e~+ U ~) (H6)
where
= —
2 iC ~ [TZ + 0. . o.] .
Here X is the identity operator and cr 0 denotes the sum over direct products, g o o . Also, each matrix [Q~'«l
or 'R,„]is a matrix in the direct product of the two spin variables. Any operator in this space can be written as a
linear combination of direct product operators. We define AB via
[&~]-,n;-, n = &,- &n, p .
Explicit calculation of the processes shown in Fig. 7 shows that
(II8)
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q(o)
I I
tppA(nlL l0) (b [o ]„„
2
A(nlL l0)t
26~
g', a ~n g, o'
~-,- [o-l.; &
Uoo Uoo
A(nlLall)to1
2(, + U )
~p, -l~-ln, - . (H9)
To write this in operator form, note that 2[ZX+ o'. o] p t„. t is unity if o = rI' and g = cr' and is zero otherwise.
Thus
where [0] = [Z'Z —o . cr]/2 and
= C1 [Zo. ] + -', C2 [Xo ] [ZX+ o. o]
—= (C. +C.) [Z -]-C.[Z -)P) (H10)
t«(nlL-Io) «( I -Io)+
&n Uoo
(H11)
too(nlL-lo) t..(nlL-lo) to1(nlL-I1)
2 Upo e (~1 + Uip) (H12)
Also
so that
I I- ~10i~ 19
Atp1(nlLal0) ( 1 1
(H13)
q(1) to1(nlL-10)
l
1 +
&. (., +U,.))
Thus we have the result
(H14)
&(i, j) = —) [C,*ZZ'+ C2Z'Z' —C20] [Z'o. ] [Z'Z + o . cr] [Zo ]+ Upa
« I&~LL+ &*LL —&tLtl+ t I i IL+LL~l ~IL~-]I .&a+ e1+ U1a
To simplify the above result we use the id.entity for Pauli matrices,
[Z'o ] [XX+ o o] [Zo ] = [ZZ+2o. o. —o o]
(H15)
(H16)
From the form of Eq. (H15) we see that all the anisotropic contributions come from the term o cr in Eq. (H16).
Keeping only such terms we have
'R(i, j) = —) [C,*Z'Z'+ C2XX —C20] [(T o ] [C1Z'Z'+ C2Z'Z —C20] + . (H17)2Kp 2K1 leal [o o ]&a + On &a+el + Ula
The terms involving the operator 0 give only isotropic terms. This can be seen by using the equality
2 [ .oo][O] = [o.o.] [ZZ —a. a] = [o.o —ZZ], (H18)
which is isotropic. Thus the anisotropic exchange terms are correctly given by 'R(i, j) = (1/4) P J "„"o„o„
J„„""S„(i)S„(j), with
1JtLnis 2) 2 I O, p I 0, 1 1tl
(e&+ e1+ U1 &) e& e1+ Up
tto „(t«« —too) Lo „ to i L,"„, ,
(e„+Up „) e„e1+ Up 1
where L"& denotes the orbital angular momentum matrix element, (nlLI'tp).
(H19)
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APPENDIX I: EXPRESSIONS FOR J ""
In this appendix we give expressions for J„""[see Eq. (50)] assuming the relations for the hopping matrix elements
implied by Eq. (53) and the relations involving (pdo) and (pdvr) listed in Sec. IV D:
=0, tyy tzz —tpp/3 tpl tpp/v 3 ~
Also, we use the identifications of the Racah coefFicients given in Appendix B. Thereby we obtain
B+C 3B+C 1
3(E~ + E' i+ A + 2B + C) (e~ + A —2B + C) e~
1
~g+ A —4B+ C (I2)
3B+C+
(e + A —2B+ C)2
Janis p2 2 +2 too 1 +
3( e~ +ei+A +2B +C) e~ ei+A —4B+C
2 1+
3e ~g+ A —4B+ C (I3)
4B+ C 1
3(~, + ei + A —4B + C)2
1 C 2
ei+A —4B+C (e, +A+4B+C)2 3e, (I4)
where we set ~„=e for tetragonal symmetry.
We now compare our results with those of Eq. (14) of BS. In that equation the only hopping matrix element that
was included was that between the ground state orbitals of the Cu ions. If we keep only such terms in Eq. (50), we
obtain
""= —2A't', ,
E (E +A —2B+C) e2 e2 t +A —5B e +A+B+2C (I5)
C A2t4 1Janis Sp242 )J R
e (e, +A+4B+C) e2 e e, +A+4B e, +A+4B+2C (I6)
where we used Eq. (53) to set tpp —t p „ /ey and wrote
our expression in terms of singlet and triplet energy de-
nominators to facilitate comparison with BS. We note
the following differences between their results and ours.
FIG. 7. Processes (1—5) which contribute to Q [in the
order written in Eq. (H9)] and those (6—7) which contribute
to Q [in the order written in (H13)J. Here the left site is
the site i and the right site is site j. The dashed line depicts
the first matrix element and the full line the second. The
orbitals are the ground state lowest, the state ~1) next, and
the state ~n) highest. In term 3 the second process promotes
the left-hand hole to an excited state, whereas in term 2 the
left-hand hole remains in the ground state.
(1) Our results are smaller by an overall factor of 2. (2)
Instead of our evaluation in which tpp ——t„d/b, (to use
their notation), they use tpp —t„d/(4 + E „). (3) The
last energy denominator in their J» is wrong: their 4B
should be replaced by B. With respect to the first difFer-
ence we would note that, as described in the text, we did
compare results &om the full diagonalization with those
using the spin Hamiltonian. Thus an error by a factor of
2 in our calculations is extremely unlikely. Difference 2
comes about because BS do not sum over all processes.
In particular, consider process 1 of Fig. 7. When the
hop actually consists of two hops, one &om a Cu to an 0
and another from an 0 to a Cu, this process corresponds
to two orderings of the three perturbations, one in which
the spin-orbit interactions comes first and one in which it
comes second. (The case when it comes third should be
identified with processes 2 or 3 of Fig. 7.) Summing over
these two orderings converts the denominator (b, + E „)
of BS into ours. The correct energy denominator can also
be obtained &om Eqs. (El) and (E2).
In principle, we ought also to compare with Eq. (20)
of BS, where contributions involving @i(r) are claimed to
be included. Here their results are so different &om ours
that we cannot identify their terms with ours. In par-
ticular, we note the following. (1) Although they claim
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to include the effects of @i(r), their expressions do not
include any energy denominators which depend on the as-
sociated crystal 6eld energy eq. Obviously, when eq —0,
the ground manifold would be described by a totally dif-
ferent spin Hamiltonian to remove the spin and orbital
degeneracy. (2) In our Eq. (50) (Ref. 18), tpi enters in
several places and thus gives rise to many more terms
than appear in BS. (3) When toi g 0, as we have noted,
each bond has biaxial anisotropy in contrast to the ax-
ial anisotropy they implicitly assume. (4) We include
hopping between excited crystal Beld states. These give
contributions which are of the same order of magnitude
as those involving hopping into the ground state. (5)
We have not included covalency corrections. It may in-
deed be a good idea to include such corrections, but at
present the parameters are themselves so uncertain that
we regard this correction as a refinement.
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